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Abstract 

Hyperthermia therapy for cancer has drawn more and more attention these days. 

Many different types of magnetic particles have been developed for the purpose of 

hyperthermia cancer therapy. In the first part, we conducted an in vivo cancer 

hyperthermia study of the new magnetic hydroxyapatite nanoparticles (mHAP) on a 

mouse model. Only the mice which were injected with mHAP and had been treated 

inside the magnetic field showed dramatic reduction of tumor volume, in the 15-day 

observation period. No local recurrence was noted. Therefore, our new magnetic 

hydroxyapatite nanoparticles have demonstrated therapeutic effect in a mouse model 

with little toxicity.  

In the second part, a magnetic nanoparticle based on dicalcium phosphate 

dihydrate (DCPD) was formed by co-precipitation method. Addition of different 

concentrations of ferrous chloride to DCPD can alter its material properties. Various 

physical, chemical and magnetic tests of the magnetic DCPD nanoparticles (mDCPD) 

were performed, including x-ray diffraction (XRD), inductively coupled 

plasma-optical emission spectrometer (ICP-OES), superconducting quantum 

interference device (SQUID), and transmission electron microscopy (TEM). The 

heating efficiency of mDCPD in alternating magnetic field was proved to be suitable 

for hyperthermia. The results of cytotoxicity tests (WST-1 and LDH assay) showed no 

harmful effect. The mDCPD showed relative cancer-killing ability without damaging 

normal cells in vitro.  

Keywords: magnetic nanoparticles, cancer, hyperthermia, hydroxyapatite, dicalcium 

phosphate dehydrate.  
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摘要 

    腫瘤熱治療是目前非常熱門的研究題目，而許多新型的磁性奈米粒子也

被研發出來，作為熱治療的熱種子（thermal seeds）。在本論文的第一部份，我們

嘗試以氫氧基磷灰石（hydroxyapatite）為基底之磁性奈米粒子（magnetic 

hydroxyapatite nanoparticles，簡稱 mHAP）做為熱種子，注射入小鼠皮下腫瘤附

近。結果於 15 天的觀察期內，只有注射 mHAP 及置入高頻交互磁場之小鼠，其

腫瘤會在五天內迅速縮小。並且老鼠犧牲後之血清測試證明 mHAP 之毒性甚低。 

第二部分則是以雙水雙鈣磷酸鹽 dicalcium phosphate dihydrate (DCPD)為基底合

成新的磁性奈米粒子（mDCPD），隨著不同的鐵含量被加入，其所表現的物理化

學性質皆有顯著的不同，可以用 X 光散射 x-ray diffraction (XRD), 感應耦合電漿

發射光譜分析儀 inductively coupled plasma-optical emission spectrometer 

(ICP-OES), 超導量子干涉儀 superconducting quantum interference device (SQUID), 

和穿透式電子顯微鏡 transmission electron microscopy (TEM)來檢查。加熱效率也

在可接受之範圍內。細胞毒性測試(WST-1 and LDH assay)亦顯示其無毒性。在體

外試驗中，mDCPD 能顯著地殺死癌細胞而不損傷正常細胞。 

 

關鍵字: 磁性奈米粒子、癌症、腫瘤熱治療、氫氧基燐灰石、雙水雙鈣磷酸鹽 
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Chapter 1    Introduction 

 

1.1 Prologue 

 

According to the health record of Year 2009 published by Department of Health, 

Executive Yuan, cancer is the leading cause of death in Taiwan for straight 27 years 

(Table 1-1). It is also the second leading cause of death in United States in 2003 [1]. 

Cancer has become a serious threat to human life. Comparing with the mortality rates 

of United States in 1950 and 2003, we can discover the mortality rates of heart 

diseases and cerebrovascular disease have declined significantly after 50 years. (Fig. 

1-1) [2]. However, the death rate of cancer does not decline significantly and 

maintains almost the same, despite of many technologic advances in the 50 years. 

 

Table 1-1  Ten leading cause of death, Taiwan, 2009 

Rank Cause of death % of all death 

1 Cancer  27.3 

2 Heart Diseases 11.1 

3 Cerebrovascular diseases 7.5 

4 Pneumonia 6.1 

5 Diabetes mellitus  5.6 

6 Accidents 5.0 

7 Chronic lower respiratory diseases 3.8 
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8 Chronic hepatitis and liver cirrhosis 3.5 

9 Suicide 2.9 

10 Nephritis and kidney disease 2.8 

 

Hyperthermia, with or without other concurrent cancer therapies, remains a 

promising option of cancer treatment.[3] Hyperthermia can induce the death of cancer 

cells by simply raising temperature and can minimize complications of harming 

normal cells. The mechanism of hyperthermia and the purpose of this study will be 

introduced in the following sections. 
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Fig. 1-1 Change in the US Death Rates (death per 100,000) by cause, 1950(red) & 

2003(blue) [2] 
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1.2 Cancer 

The definition of tumor and cancer remains uncertain until 1930. Jamie Ewing, 

who was a pathologist, gave a definition of neoplasm: a neoplasm is relatively 

autonomous growth of tissue [4]. So called “autonomy” means the cells insides a 

tumor are out of control. However, the autonomy of cancer is relative, not absolute [5]. 

Actually, the growth rate of cancer can be as slow as normal cells in an extreme 

situation, or as fast as embryo tissues in another extreme situation. 

 

All abnormal mass or abnormal growth of tissue are called tumor (or neoplasm) , 

such as swellings, bruises, scars, or lumps. They might be a simple aggregation of 

normal tissue. Cancer can be named as malignant neoplasm by scientists and 

physicians. Broadly speaking, cancer is an abnormal cell, a cell transformed by virus, 

chemical matters or other things, a kind of tumor, and a kind of malignant neoplasm 

[6]. 

 

Cancer cells are different from normal cells because of their special growth 

behavior. It includes five parts: proliferation, metaplasia, dysplasia, anaplasia, and 

metastasis [6]. 

 

1. Proliferation: the basic characteristic of cancer cells. The cell division 

is unstoppable if not intervened. But we cannot differentiate cancer and normal 

cells simply by proliferation itself, because some normal cells in human body also 

carry this character. [7]. 
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2. Metaplasia: In a specific organ or tissue, adult cells can be substituted 

by another type of adult cells. It is usually reversible and can be a pre-clinical 

stage of tumor or cancer. 

 

3. Dysplasia: It means that sizes, shapes and compositions of mature 

cells change from original morphology. Dysplasia is a common character of 

cancer cells, but it also happens in normal cells. However, dysphasia is reversible 

in normal cells [8]. 

 

4. Anaplasia: A reversion of differentiation in cells that is characteristic 

of malignancy in tumors. Sometimes, the term also includes an increased capacity 

for multiplication.[1] Lack of differentiation is considered a hallmark of 

malignancy. The term anaplasia literally means "to form backward." It implies 

dedifferentiation, or loss of structural and functional differentiation of normal cells. 

Normal cells seldom have the phenomenon of anaplasia. 

 

5. Metastasis: Metastatic disease, sometimes abbreviated mets, is the 

spread of a disease from one organ or part to another non-adjacent organ or part. 

Cancer cells can peel off from its primary tumor, enter lymphatic and blood 

vessels, circulate through the bloodstream, and settle down to grow within normal 

tissues elsewhere in the body. Generally speaking, the major difference between 

malignant tumor and benign tumor is that malignant tumor would metastasize 

benign tumor not. 
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1.3 Cancer therapy 

 

1.3.1 Surgery  

 

Surgical excision is the earliest and most common therapeutic method for cancer 

treatment. It is usually the first line of cancer treatment. Therefore, the importance of 

surgical excision is higher than radiation and chemotherapy because it has more 

opportunities to remove the whole tumor. Some cancer has no definite “tumor mass”, 

such as leukemia or myeloma and hence surgery is not possible. However, for most of 

the cancers, surgery is the most effective way for curing the cancer. Generally 

speaking, cancer surgery is operated on the primary cancer site [9]. During surgery, 

doctors would excise the adjacent normal tissues or lymph node next to the tumor 

tissue, so called as a safety “margin”, in order to decrease the possibility of metastasis 

or local recurrence. Sometimes surgeon will perform metastectomy -- excision of the 

metastatic lesion. However, this procedure is often a salvage one. 

 

Before a definite surgical excision, or even chemotherapy and radiotherapy can 

begin, a procedure called “biopsy” is mandatory to performed. It is a procedure in 

diagnose of malignant disease that provides doctors and pathologists with adequate 

samples of tumor. It is very crucial to have a correct tissue proof of cancer, since 

complication rates of cancer treatment are high. Several biopsy techniques are 

available, including exfoliative cytology, punch biopsy, incisional biopsy, excisional 

biopsy, shave biopsy, and needle aspiration biopsy [10].  
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Although cancer surgery is the most direct treatment, there are still many 

shortcomings. Cancer cells carries the ability to metastasize, which makes them 

possible for speading to other parts of human body. Local recurrence is another 

bothersome complication after surgery. Therefore, radiation therapy or chemotherapy, 

as adjunct therapies before or after surgery, are usually mandatory to eradicate the 

cancer [11, 12]. Other complications of surgical site include pain, disability after 

amputation or excision, and infection. In summary, cancer surgery is one of the most 

prevailing cancer therapies, but there are still many drawbacks and rooms for 

breakthrough. 

 

1.3.2 Radiation  

 

Radiation therapy (also radiotherapy or radiation oncology, sometimes 

abbreviated to XRT) is the medical use of ionizing radiation as part of cancer 

treatment to control malignant cells. Radiation oncology is an effective and 

convenient clinical therapy[13, 14]. Ionizing radiation usually comes from X-ray or 

gamma rays from natural radioisotope, because these rays possess a specific 

frequency or wavelength and radiate in form of quantum or photons. By absorbing 

directly high energy of particles, it can generate free radicals to disturb cancer cell 

division and destroy them. Because the free radicals in a serial of reactions act on 

organic compounds such as DNAs, RNAs, enzymes or other proteins, the change of 

original structure and the loss or function can be predicted. 
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Radiotherapy may be used for curative or adjuvant cancer treatment. It is used 

as palliative treatment (where cure is not possible and the aim is for local disease 

control or symptomatic relief) or as therapeutic treatment (where the therapy has 

survival benefit and it can be curative). 

 

There are many advantages of radiation therapy. First, It dose not rely on the 

transportation of drugs by blood vessels or diffusion into target tissues. Thus it is free 

of systemic toxicities and anatomical restrictions. Second, the preservation of the 

structure and function of normal tissue can be ideally ensured. Finally, anesthesia is 

usually not needed. Therefore, compared with surgery, radiation therapy has less 

impact on patients’ medical status. 

 

However, there are still shortcomings and side effects of radiation therapy. 

Potential radiation injury still can be found in normal tissues or organs easily. For 

example, radiation therapy may damage the following organs: liver for hepatitis, lung 

for acute and chronic pneumonitis, heart for pericarditis and lens for cataract. The 

detail information can be seen in Table 1-2 [12]. The possibility of occurrence of 

undesirable sequela can been reduced by better equipment, more precise dosimetry, 

more careful computer-assisted treatment planning. Those are the recent advances in 

radiation therapy. Moreover, radiation therapy have no systemic effect on multiple 

metastasis of cancer cells. Therefore radiation, same as surgery, needs to combine 

with other therapies like chemotherapy as an auxiliary treatment. 
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Table 1-2 Radiation complications [12] 

 

 

1.3.3 Chemotherapy 

 

Chemotherapy, in its most general sense, refers to treatment of disease by 

chemicals that kill cells, both good and bad, but specifically those of micro-organisms 

or cancer. Surgery and radiation therapy are only effective in early stage of cancer 

occurrence. Once metastatic (systematic) cancer starts, nowadays, one of the most 

popular feasible therapies is chemotherapy. Chemotherapy has a long history since 

1865. The development of chemotherapy agents was listed in Table 1-3. 

 

Drugs for chemotherapy can be classified for several groups such as alkylating 

agents [15], antimetabolites, antibiotics, plant alkaloids, hormones, miscellaneous 

agent and others. The mechanism differs from each other. The first category is 

alkylating agents such as nitrogen mustards. They can act on DNA directly and 

combine DNA by covalent bonding to disturb the synthesis of DNA [16]. Second, 
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antimetabolites such as 5-FU [17], 6-TG [18, 19]and MTX [20] are with similar 

structures to normal metabolites that are required for synthesizing DNA [21]. Third, 

antibiotic such as bleomycin [22] can insert the DNA base pair, change the stereo 

structure, and ultimately disturb the synthesis of DNA. Fourth, plant alkaloids [23] 

can be divided into several subgroups and each one has its own unique mechanism. 

Fifth, hormone therapy has two subtypes [24]: ablative therapy (eg.excision of the 

ovary) and additive therapy (eg.adding estrogens to cure breast cancer) [25]. Of 

course there are still many different drugs with their unique methods to kill cancer 

cells. 

 

However, chemotherapy has many side effects, such as hematologic toxicity, 

gastrointestinal toxicity, immunosuppression, dermatologic reactions, vascular and 

hypersensitivity reactions, hepatic toxicity, pancreatic toxicity, pulmonary toxicity, 

cardiac toxicity, genitourinary toxicity, neurotoxicity, impaired sexually and gonadal 

function, and ocular toxicity [12]. Therefore, in clinical settings, the physicians should 

control the dosage and frequency of chemotherapy very carefully and precisely. They 

have to monitor the patient’s general condition and decide whether to proceed rest of 

the courses. In addition, secondary malignancies after chemotherapy are also one of 

the concerns of physicians. 

 

Table 1-3  Development of chemotherapeutic agents  

Approximate Date      Agent Diseases Treated 

1865 Potassium arsenite Leukemias, various malignancies 

1893 Colcy’s toxins various malignancies 

1941 Estrogens Prostate and breast carcinomas 
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 Androgens Breast cancer 

1945 Nitrogens Lymphomas, solid tumors 

1948-1950 Andrenocorticosteroids Leukemias, lymphomas, multiple myeloma

 Methotrexate Acute leukemia, choriocarcinoma 

1950-1955 Busulfan Chronic granulocytic leukemia 

 6-Mercaptopurine Acute leukemia 

 

Actinomycin D 

Wilms’ tumor, testicular tumor, 

choriocarcinoma 

1955-1960 5-Fluorouracil Carcinomas of breast gastrointestinal tract 

 Progestins Endometrial carcinoma 

 Cyclophosphamide Lymphomas, solid tumors 

 Mitotane Adrenal carcinoma 

 

Vinca alkaloids 

Lymphomas, acute leukemia, miscellaneous 

tumors 

 Mitomycin C Gastrointestinal tumors 

1960-1965 Hydroxyurea Chronic granulocytic leukemia 

 Procarbazine Hodgkin’s disease 

 Cytarabine Acute leukemia 

 Mithramycin Testicular tumors 

 Nitrosoureas Lymphomas, brain tumors, solid tumors 

 Daunorubicin Acute leukemia 

1965-1970 L-Asparaginase Acute leukemia 

 Dacarbazine Melanoma 

 Cisplatin Testicular and ovarian tumors 

1970-1980 Doxorubicin Sacromas and awide spectrum of other 
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tumors 

 Bleomycin Lymphomas, head and neck cancer 

1980-1990 Tamoxifen Breast cancer 

 Leuprolide Prostate cancer 

 Flutamide Prostate cancer 

 Etoposite Germ cell tumors, small cell lung tumor 

 Streptozocin Islet cell carcinoma 

 Interferons Hairy cell leukemia, Kaposi’s sarcoma 

 Mitoxantrone Acute leukemia, some solid tumors 

 Octreotide acctate Carcinoid and islet cell carcinomas 

 Ifosfamide Refractory germ cell tumors 

 Carboplatin Refractory ovarian carcinoma 

1990- Fludarabine Chronic lymphocytic leukemia 

 Pentostatin Hairy cell leukemia 

 Cladribine Hairy cell leukemia 

 Paclitaxel Refractory ovarian carcinoma, breast cancer

 

 

1.3.4 Immunotherapy 

 

It is a strategy to treat cancer by enhancing immune activity directed at tumor 

cells or neoplasms. Immunotherapy is one of biologic therapies that change the 

relationships of host and cancer cells. In 1867, Busch and Coley were the first 

scientists to announce that the infection of Streptococcal could cause the necrosis of 
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human cancer[26]. By their research and experiment, the famous Coley’s mixed 

bacterial toxins or Coley’s toxins were made [27]. However, the mechanism remained 

unclear. Not until twentieth century, immunotherapy has not become a popular, 

promosing and less toxic cancer treatment. 

 

The approach of immunotherapy is to utilize techniques that can simulate a 

person’s immune system to seek out and destroy cancer cells. It is a systemic effect 

and hence metastatsis is within its indications. The other advantage of immunotherapy 

is that theoretically it only attacks cancer cells without harming normal cells, because 

of the activation of immune system on recognizing specific tumor antigens. There are 

three types of immunotherapy [28]: 1. Passive immunity: introducing lymphatic cells, 

immune serums, and transfer factors that have immunity to a specific cancer. 2. Active 

specific immunotherapy: utilizing killed cancer cells or antigens with ability to cause 

active immunity for therapy.3. Active non-specific immunotherapy. using non-specific 

drugs such as BCG [29] (Bacillus Calmette-Guerin) to strength immune system for 

resistance of cancer. However, the development of immunotherapy is just in the early 

stage. More studies should be done.  

 

1.3.5 Gene therapy 

 

Gene therapy is the insertion of genes into an individual's cells and tissues to 

treat a disease. Although the technology is still in its infancy, it has been used with 

some success. Generally it was used in hereditary disease, rather than cancer. The 

discovery of oncogenes and tumor suppressor genes makes gene therapy a potential 
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cancer therapy. The other theoretical type of gene therapy for cancer is that scientists 

can transfer genes of cytokine or immune mediators into cancer cells, in order to 

enhance the host immune response against tumor [30].  

 

Three potential strategies of cancer gene therapy were introduced [12]. First, to 

replace a missing or defective gene (such as a mutated tumor suppressor gene) with a 

normal gene. Second, to inhibit over-expressed genes. Third, to introduce a fragment 

of functional gene into a cell to express or not to express for desired treatment. For 

example, the insertion of a normal fragment of p53 gene into cancer cells by a virus 

draws lots of attention [31]. It is based on the fact that more than half of all human 

cancers are with p53 mutations.  

 

However, there are some factors that keep cancer gene therapy from an effective 

treatment[32]. The gene introduced into targeting cells has to be stable and 

long-lasting, but cancer cells are notoriously rapid-dividing. Thus patients should 

probably need several rounds of gene therapy. Immune response is also a risk when a 

foreign gene is introduced into human cells. Moreover, the vectors of gene delivery 

are usually virus which carries certain risks to patients. Although non-virus vector is 

found for gene delivery recently, the efficiency of delivery still remains unsatisfactory. 

Gene therapy for single mutations is the most common treatment. But most of cancer 

cells carries more than two mutant genes (the “double-hit” theory). Therefore, cancer 

gene therapy is not as good as other current treatments nowadays.  
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1.3.6 Hyperthermia 

 

Hyperthermia has a long history. It is combined by two words -- hyper, from the 

Greek, and therme. Hyper means beyond, above, or over and therme means heat. So 

hyperthermia can be described as kinds of heat treatment, thermal therapy, or 

thermotherapy. Hippocrates (400 B.C.) has said that fire will succeed when all other 

methods fail [33]. He and Galen also used red-hot irons and chemical caustic to treat 

small and unknown cancers. Around last nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, 

many reports proved that the elevated temperature might be effective to cancer cells. 

For example, Selawry in 1957 discovered that there are one third of 450 cancer 

patients with spontaneous remission owing to high fever caused by malaria and 

typhoid [34]. Huth also found that one third of children with lymphatic cancer had 

spontaneous remission related to fevers [35]. Therefore, these results encourage 

scientists and doctors to induce patient’s fever intentionally for curing cancer. 

Gradually hyperthermia has become one of potential cancer therapies [36].  

 

In brief, hyperthermia is the therapy of raising tumor or cancer cell temperature 

to 42-47℃ [37]. Within this temperature range, cancer cells or tumor would tend to 

die while normal cells would not. However, nowadays the inevitable technical 

problem of hyperthermia is controlling temperature in the effective and safe range and 

keeping the normal tissues or cells from overheating at the same time. 

 

Nowadays, hyperthermia is often applied as an adjunctive therapy with various 

established cancer therapy, like radiotherapy and chemotherapy [3]. If local 
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hyperthermia has conspicuous improved, the development of hyperthermia combined 

with other auxiliary treatment will be anticipated. For example, the combination of 

adjunctive chemotherapy can alleviate the pain caused by local tumor or remove the 

lethal tumor. A synergistic interaction [38, 39] of heat and radiation has been validated 

in preclinical studies. Moreover, hyperthermia can treat different types of cancers and 

has little side effect. If the feasible modality for hyperthermia was developed, it would 

be one of the most promosing therapies in the future. 
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1.4 Comparisons of cancer therapies 

 

The comparison of various cancer treatments is shown in Table 1-4. It can be 

known that hyperthermia has a lot of advantages and fewer side effects . Although 

hyperthermia is with some risks and drawbacks so far, these problems are believed to 

be solved in the future. Therefore, hyperthermia is one of the most potential therapies 

nowadays [12, 21, 28, 40] [3, 32, 36, 38, 39].  

 

Table 1-4 Comparisons of cancer therapies 

 

 Benefits and advantages Disadvantages and risks 

Surgery 

1. the most direct way 

2. fast 

3. biopsy is mandatory to have “tissue 

proof” 

1. possible local recurrence and 

metastasis 

2. loss of normal tissue and 

function 

3. wound complications 

Radiation 

1. effective and convenient 

2. preserve organs and tissues 

3. alleviate and mitigate symptom 

4. free of systemic toxicities and 

anatomical restrictions 

1. free radicals damaging normal 

tissues 

2. various side effects 

3. limited cure effect after 

metastasizing 

Chemotherapy 

1. suitable for treating metastasis 

2. no wound complications 

3. alleviate and mitigate symptom 

1. cannot eradicate 

2. drug toxicity and side effects 

3. susceptible to second malignancy
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4. need different drugs for different 

cancers 

Immunotherapy 

1. less side effects 

2. suitable for treating metastasis 

3. without injuring normal tissues 

1. risk of causing serious immune 

response, even death 

2. need different drugs for different 

cancers 

3. hard to control and evaluate 

Gene therapy 

1. possible to eradicate cancer 

2. less side effects 

1. several rounds needed 

2. Immune response 

3. viral vector may cause problems 

4. lower efficiency for non-viral 

vector 

5. multigene disorder  

Hyperthermia 

1. easy and fast  

2. fewer side effects 

3. suitable for treating metastasis by 

drug targeting method 

4. same treatments can apply for 

different cancers 

5. few normal tissues and organs can be 

damaged by exact control 

6. can combine with other therapies 

1. hard to control temperature 

2. hard to eradicate irregular shape 

of cancer 

3. hard to determine the dosage and 

timing  
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1.5 Mechanism of hyperthermia 

 

Many reports regarding relationship of temperature and cell survival in 

hyperthermia have been done [41-44], and there is an optimal temperature range to 

kill cancer cells without damaging normal cells [45, 46]. However, the temperature 

range depends on different tissues and animals, even each individual in the same kind. 

Generally speaking, the temperature for hyperthermia treatment is about 42-47℃[37]. 

A study done by Song et al [47] demonstrated that the survival of Chinese hamster 

ovary cells (CHO) sharply declined above 42.5℃ (Fig. 1-2). Another study done by 

Li GC et al [45] compared the change of blood flow when applied with hyperthermia, 

in normal tissues and tumor (Fig. 1-3). When applied temperature rises to 44 to 46℃, 

the blood flow of normal tissues, like skin and muscle, also increase. But the blood 

flow of tumor seems not to increase as the temperature rises. When the temperature 

continues to rises more than 47℃, the blood flow of normal tissues and tumors both 

decline significantly. Therefore, in order to kill cancer cells and not to destroy normal 

tissue, the most appropriate temperature for hyperthermia is about 42-47℃.  
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Fig. 1-2 Survival curve of asynchronous CH cell sheated in different temperature[47] 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 1-3 Blood flow change in different tissues when temperature rises [45] 
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As the phenomenon and feature of hyperthermia has been illustrated, the 

following introduction would explain the cellular and molecular basis of cell killing 

by hyperthermia [48]. 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 1-4 Comparison the vessels structure of normal tissues and tumors when temperature rises [49] 

 

 

Fig. 1-5 Schematic for the introduction of cell death by hyperthermia and interaction with other 

physiological as well as metabolic factors [50] 

 



 

 

The micromilieu of cells has high thermosensitivity [49-54] and it is mainly 

dominated by two physiological factors: blood flow and energy metabolism. Due to 

poorer function of blood vessels in tumors than in normal tissues, the oxygen pressure 

and nutrition is often lower in tumors than in normal tissues (Fig. 1-4) [49]. Therefore 

heat tends to be retented inside tumors, which leads to conformational changes of 

proteins (denaturation)[55]. Crucial proteins inside the cells such as structure of the 

cytoskeleton and enzymes complexes for DNA synthesis may be damaged. Then the 

cell will die easily (Path A in Fig. 1-5 [50]). It is known that high temperature affects 

the function of the membrane-based receptors. The change of sodium and potassium 

ion concentration alters membrane permeability that affects the conformation of 

intracellular ion channels [56-60].  

 

Heat shock proteins (HSPs) [61-63] are produced for stabilizing cytoskeleton 

structure during hyperthermia[64]. Although heat shock proteins are made to protect 

cells under high temperature, there are also side factors that could make situation 

worse (Path B in Fig.1-5). Once excessive shock proteins are generated, it means that 

there are more and more energy needed to be used and more carbon dioxide produced. 

The increasing demands of ATP turns into depletion [65-68] and excessive carbon 

dioxide dissolved in water results in acidosis [69].  

 

Moreover, it is possible for hyperthermia to induce the breakdown of blood flow, 

which was shown by Path C in Fig. 1-5. Furthermore, complete mechanism can be 

seen in Fig. 1-6 [70]. Hypoxia and nutrient deficiency caused by decreasing blood 

flow make cell death [45, 61, 70-73] (Path F, H and I in Fig. 1-5). In addition, when 
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more heat shock proteins are produced, more oxygen is required for metabolizing 

glucose to water, carbon dioxide and energy (ATP) [69]. However, under hypoxic 

conditions, the stimulation of glycolysis increases the amounts of lactoses [45],[72], 

[51, 74-77], especially in tumors. It will also leads to acidosis (Path G and D in Fig. 

1-5). Furthermore, protein denaturation may occur owing to low pH value.  

 

 

Fig. 1-6 Possible mechanisms involved in hyperthermia-induced breakdown of blood flow [70] 
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1.6 Classification of hyperthermia by heating 

method 

 

In terms of heating methods, hyperthermia can be classified into local 

hyperthermia and systematic hyperthermia[50, 78]. Local hyperthermia means that 

heat treatment only is carried on targeting site, instead of the whole body. There are 

two ways for local hyperthermia: 1. External heating source is outside the body and 

heat has to penetrate through skin to curial site. 2. Heating source is set in 

intracavitary or interstitial for internal heat treatment. However, systematic 

hyperthermia treatment makes the temperature of the whole body increase. Owing to 

non-equal temperature increment, mild temperature is adequate for systematic 

hyperthermia. The comparisons of different heating methods of hyperthermia can be 

seen in Table 1-5. 

 

Table 1-5 Comparisons of various heating methods of hyperthermia 

 

Hyperthermia types Sub-types and Characters 

Microwave 

a. Frequency between 50-240μHz 

b. Transmit fast (velocity of light) 

1. Single or multiple external devices: 

superficial heating 

2. Phased array devices: regional deep 

heating 

3. Interstitial or intracavitary devices 

such as antenna 
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Radiofrequency 

a. frequency between 0.5-27 MHz 

b. wave transmit fast (velocity of light) 

1. Inductive or capacitive external 

device such as loop 

2. Inductive or capacitive for   

intracavitary or interstitial  

Ultrasound 

a. Frequency between 0.5-5 MHz 

b. Wave transmit slow (mechanic 

waves) 

1. Single or multiple external devices: 

superficial 

2. External focused array devices: 

regional deep 

3. Interstitial or intracavitary  

Systematic heating 

a. Suitable to metastatic advanced 

cancer 

b. Various modalities has been 

developed 

1. Induction of fever (immunological 

aspects) 

2. Intravascular blood perfusion 

3. External heating technology (such as 

special magnetically mediated hyperthermia)
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1.7 Magnetically mediated hyperthermia (MMH) 

 

1.7.1 Background 

Hyperthermia for human body can be divided into three separate domains in 

terms of the heating region: whole body hyperthermia (WBH), regional hyperthermia 

(RHT), and local hyperthermia (including superficial local and interstitial local 

hyperthermia) (LHT). Lately, non-invasive WBH introduced by Robins et al.[79]can 

be administered with a radiant heat device and successfully achieved temperature 

raising. Currently LHT is most commonly performed using single microwave or 

ultrasound applicators, whereas deep RHT is performed using arrays of multiple 

applicators for deep heating[80] (BSD 2000). Urano et al. [81] has reviewed isolated 

limb perfusion and other perfusion techniques. On the other hand, Seegenschmiedt et 

al. [82] also reviewed on local interstitial hyperthermia. 

 Hyperthermia with temperature above 42 ﾟ C has been proven leading to cell 

necrosis[37, 83]. The mechanism is complicated, but briefly, the hyperthermia status 

hinder the function of many structural and enzymatic proteins within cells, which in 

turn alters cell growth and differentiation and can induce apoptosis[84-86]. 

Hyperthermia therapy for cancer is drawing more and more attention due to its fewer 

side effects. Moreover, it will attenuate the therapeutic effect of 

radiotherapy[87-89]and chemotherapy [88, 90].  

There are two main categories of hyperthermia in terms of the means of heating: 

Invasive means and non-invasive means. The invasive hyperthermia include 

microwave antenna, radiofrequency electrode, and laser fiber. On the other hand, the 
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noninvasive methods include high-energy ultrasound and magnetically mediated 

hyperthermia (MMH).  

 

 

1.7.2 Definition 

 

The definition of magnetically mediated hyperthermia (MMH) is: by allocating 

magnetic particles or seeds within or around tumor tissue under an external alternating 

magnetic field to cause them to heat by hysteresis loss, Neel relaxation or induced 

eddy currents. It has the possible advantages of targeting tumor, comparing of other 

general hyperthermia modalities. The concept of MMH was first described in an in 

vitro study done by Gilchrist et al.[91] in 1957. They injected magnetite particles 

(diameter=0.02±0.1 mm) into the sub-serosa of the intestinal wall of dogs. The 

dissected regional lymph nodes with 5mg of magnetite per gram were then exposed to 

an alternating magnetic field of strength 200±240 Oersted (Oe). It could induce a 

temperature increase of 14 ﾟ C in 3 min. Two years later, another in vivo study was 

conducted by the same group. They used rabbits with inguinal lymph nodes 

successfully targeted with heat[92]. Total necrosis of the nodes was reported after 3 

min of heating at 470 Oe. In 1965, this group demonstrated that 30 min of heating at 

50 ﾟ C was necessary to kill all cells within a mesenteric lymph node of a dog in 

vivo[93]. This lymphatic uptake of microscopic ferromagnetic particles which was 

done around 60 years ago, lighten the path of further breakthroughs in selectively 

embolize and heat tissue in vivo using MMH.  

The magnetically mediated hyperthermia(MMH) can be further divided into four 
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types[94]: arterial embolization hyperthermia (AEH), direct injection hyperthermia 

(DIH), interstitial implant hyperthermia (IIH), and intracellular hyperthermia (IH).  

 

 

1.7.3 Arterial embolization hyperthermia (AEH) 

The application of AEH depends on the embolization with magnetic particles of 

the arterial supply of a tumor. In the presence of an external alternating magnetic field 

heat was generated by hysteresis or Neel relaxation. The arterial supply of tumors 

such as hepatic and kidney tumor is suitable to utilize AEH in human. The blood 

supply of liver tumor usually drains from the hepatic arterial system. Thus the 

magnetic particles will have better targeting toward liver tumors simply by infusing 

them into the arterial system will have[95-98]. 

There are also similar current treatment modalities such as selective internal 

radiation therapy (SIRT), hepatic arterial chemotherapy (HAC) and transarterial 

chemoembolization (TACE). The successful tumor embolization was usually verified 

radiologically. 

In 1976, the earliest reports done by Rand et al. [99] showed a dog kidney model 

on AEH by liquid silicone with finely powdered iron oxide particles. He injected the 

suspension transfemorally into the renal artery of dogs. Sako et al.[100] performed the 

same dog kidney model with 5mL of ferropolysaccharid e containing 10% of 30 mm 

iron particles. The same model was also tested by Matsuki and Yanada[101] , with 

different material[101] or animals[102] (such as rabbit). Magnetic fluid, defined as 

suspensions that contain particles less than 100nm in diameter, was also developed 

later. It can be heated by weaker magnetic fields and hence it generally less likely 
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causes tissue eddy current heating or peripheral nerve and muscle stimulation. On the 

other hand, stronger magnetic field was need for heating larger multi-domain particles. 

It is the advantage of magnetic fluid[103, 104]. Therefore, a rat liver tumor model was 

recently introduced by Minamimura et al.[105] in employing magnetic fluids for AEH. 

Furthermore, the rabbit liver tumor model with AEH was also demonstrated by Moroz 

et al.[106, 107] . 

AEH has its own advantages theoretically, particularly in the treatment of 

hepatic or kidney tumors. Several small animal models have demonstrated 

encouraging results; however, many safety issues regarding particle clearance and 

toxicity remained unknown. Lots of work is still needed before a human trial of AEH 

could be conducted. 

 

 

  

Fig. 1-7 A micrograph of treated tumors on 14 days and some micorspheres inside a blood vessel 

surrounded by necrotic tissue[106]. 
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1.7.4 Direct injection hyperthermia (DIH) 

The definition of DIH is to inject the magnetic fluid into tumor sites directly. The 

subsequent alternative magnetic field causes the heating of deposited particles. In 

contrast to AEH, the magnetic particles of DIH are deposited extracellularly. The 

AEH relies on the embolization of magnetic particles within blood vessels. Shinkai et 

al. reported his serious of experiments of magnetite cationic liposomes (MCLs) as the 

thermoseed for DIH [108, 109]. 

Rand et al.[110, 111] applied ferromagnetic particles which were suspended in 

normal saline in a rabbit model. He injected the suspension directly into the renal 

pelvis for curing unilateral implanted renal VX2 carcinomas. Luderer et al.[112] 

injected glass-ceramic coated magnetic particles subcutaneously around the implanted 

murine breast adenocarcinoma in mice. Similar material was also chosen by Borrelli 

et al.[113] Hase et al.[114, 115] combined DIH and AEH in a rabbit hepatic tumor 

model by direct injection of ferromagnetic particles via hepatic arterial embolization. 

In 1993, an in vitro study was conducted by Chan et al.[116] He used colloidal 

magnetic iron oxide particles in a medium containing cultured human lung cancer and 

breast cancer cells. In 1997, Jordan et al.[117] injected ferrite particles (dextran 

ferrofluid containing magnetite particles 3nm in size) into mammary carcinomas in 

mice directly. In 1999, Shinkai et al.[109] injected carboxymethylcellulose solution 

with colloidal magnetite material to femur of a pig. Local tissue temperature of 43℃ 

was achieved in 7 mins inside a 8MHz radiofrequency capacitative heating device. In 

2000, Hilger et al.[118] also reported an in vitro study of cow muscle while applying 

magnetic thermoablation. Furthermore, Hilger et al.[119] have also recently tested 

DIH with direct injection of ferrofluid containing 10 nm magnetite particles into the 
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implanted human breast adenocarcinoma tumors on immunosuppressed mice. They 

were then exposed to a 6.5 kA/m magnetic field alternating at 400 kHz for 2-3 mins. 

Mean tumor temperatures of 63℃ were recorded and all tumors showed necrosis 

histologically. 

 

 

Fig. 1-8 Structure of MCLs: the core is magnetite for heating and the outer shell is lipsosome carried 

negative charge for better target [108]. 

 

Fig. 1-9 A. Typical photographs of hamsters on day 20 after the MCLs injection. B. Control group 

[109]. 
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1.7.5 Interstitial implant hyperthermia (IIH) 

 

The first step of IIH is the implantation of magnetic rods or seeds directly into 

the site of tumor. The second step is the exposure of external alternating magnetic 

field. Different alloys including Ni-Cu, Fe-Pt and Pd-Co have been used. The seeds 

are implanted percutaneously under radiologic guidance or via direct vision in the 

operation, with a separated space of 1 cm from each other within tumor tissue. The 

seeds are manufactured to have a desired Curie point to prevent local tissue 

overheating and reduce the need for invasive tissue thermometry. In order to avoid 

neuromuscular stimulation and minimize tissue eddy current heating, magnetic field 

frequencies of 10-100 kHz are typically selected. In a clinical setting, heating is 

repeated for three or four sessions. Microwave antennae with cables are the other 

option to achieve interstitial hyperthermia besides implanted seeds[120, 121].  

In 1993, Mack et al.[122] reported a complete response rate of 61% and a 

partial response rate of 31.7% in 44 patients with head and neck, pelvic and chest wall 

tumors. The material he inserted is the Ni-Si seed of Curie points ranging from 50-80

℃.However, almost 50% of the patients experienced some form of toxicity. In 1996, 

Tohnai et al.[123] reported a 100% histologic response rate in treating eight patients 

with oral cavity cancers. He used Fe-Pt seeds (Curie point = 68℃) for 45 min once a 

week with pre-operative chemotherapy. Besides human trials, Akagi et al.[124] and 

Takegami et al.[125] also conducted animal studies in treating bone maligancies with 

IIH. 

IIH has a long history in treating intracranial tumors. Burton et al.[126] was 

the first one who apply ferromagnetic thermoseeds to ablate tissue of brain tumors. 
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Following his report, Kida et al.[127] implanted Fe-Pt alloy seeds with a Curie point 

of 68-69℃ into the brain metastases of seven patients. While exposing to a 240 kHz 

magnetic field, the tissue temperature of 44-46℃ was maintained for 30-60 mins. 

The hyperthermia treatment was done two-to-three times a week. IIH has evolved into 

clinical use for a variety of human tumors. Kobayashi et al.[128] reported a response 

rate of 35% among 23 patients with brain tumors after using thermoseeds with a Curie 

point of 68 ℃ . Stea conducted two studies in 1992 respectively by applying 

ferromagnetic seeds in the supratentorial gliomas[129]. Later, in 1994, he also 

compared the synergic effect of external beam radiotherapy with or without 

hyperthermia. The mortality rate was almost halved in the group “with 

hyperthermia”[130]  

Ocular tumors are currently treated with IIH in animal models. Steeves et 

al.[131] implanted ferromagnetic seeds in sub-retinal ocular melanomas of rabbits. He 

found that hyperthermia should be given during irradiation. Murray et al.[132, 133] 

compared the therapeutic effect of external beam radiotherapy, IIH or the combination 

treatments in a transgenic retinoblastoma murine model. A 100% cure rate among 

tumors that had been treated with hyperthermia at 54℃ was shown. And the dose of 

radiation is largely reduced in the combination group. It proved a synergistic effect 

between radiation and IIH. 

In 1997, Loening and Tucker[134] conducted a phase I trial on 10 patients with 

prostate cancer. The treatment was well-tolerated with minimal side effects of urinary 

retention, pelvic pressure, urge to urinate and tingling in the thighs and penis. 

Histologic examination of the prostate revealed necrosis up to the capsule, with very 

little necrosis beyond the capsule after 90 days 
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Fig. 1-10 Description of ferromagnetic thermoseed [131] 

 

 

1.7.6 Intracellular hyperthermia (IH) 

 

IH is a modality of magnetically mediated hyperthermia (MMH) that employs 

more intricate magnetic particles. The particles in this category usually have some 

kind of coating with or without tumor specific antibodies, in order to achieve 

differential endocytosis-- selective ingestion by the tumor cells with minimal uptake 

by normal cells. The delivery to the tumor can be done by either arterial embolization 

or direct injection. Extracellular deposits of particles may remain and make some 
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contribution to the heating of the tumor and surrounding tissue. Differential heating 

can be expected while exposure to an alternating magnetic field, because normal cells 

will ingest relatively fewer particles. Neel and Brownian relaxation is the basic 

mechanism of heat generation due to the fact that the ferromagnetic component of the 

particles used in IH is typically less than 100nm in diameter (sub-domain). 

In 1979, Gordon et al.[135] proved intracellular hyperthermia was applicable 

because tumors may ingest very small magnetic iron oxide particles and generate heat 

under an alternating magnetic field. Finite magnetic iron oxide particles (100 mg) 

suspended in a sucrose solution were injected into the tail vein of 26 Sprague Dawley 

rats implanted with mammary tumors. The Suzuki’s study[136] in 1999 demonstrated 

the hyperthermia therapy on VX2 carcinomas implanted in the thighs of rabbits. The 

particles they used consisted of ferrosoferric oxide (Fe3O4) coated with a liposomal 

membrane containing hematoporphyrin with neoplastic affinity. Furthermore, in 1995, 

Suzuki et al.[137] labeled magnetite particles with tumor specific monoclonal 

antibodies via polyethylene glycol with terminal carboxy or amino groups. After 

incubation, 90 pg of magnetite had been adsorbed per BM314 tumor cell, four times 

the amount adsorbed per control cell. Shinkai et al.[138] applied cationic liposomes 

containing magnetite on rat glioma cells in vitro. The cationic liposomes were 

electrostatically attracted to the negatively charged glioma cells. A maximum 

magnetite concentration of 55 pg/cell was obtained in the cationic liposomes group, 

which was 10 times greater than the intracellular concentration of neutral liposomes 

group. The same group also conducted an in vivo study using F344 rats containing 

implanted femoral subcutaneous gliomas in 1999[109]. In this study, magnetite 

cationic liposomes were injected subcutaneously into the tumors. Tumor temperatures 

over 43℃ were recorded and 90% of tumors regressed completely on histological 
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examination. In 2001, Le et al.[139] developed a new antibody fragment coated 

magnetoliposomes, which posses a 7- times greater tumor affinity compared to those 

used by Shinkai et al. In the past ten years, Jordan et al.[140-143] have also 

conducted several studies on IH for human colonic adenocarcinoma, human 

mammary carcinoma, and solid tumors (neurologic and prostate tumors). 

 

 

 

Fig. 1-11 The basic concept of structure of multifunctional nanoparticles for intracellular hyperthermia 

[144]. 
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1.7.7 The future - magnetic nanoparticles 

Along with the great advances in nano-technology recently, various magnetic 

nanoparticles were invented for different medical purposes [108, 145]. Among them, 

Superparamagnetic iron oxide nanoparticles (SPION) with appropriate surface 

chemistry have its potentials in magnetic resonance imaging, hyperthermia, drug 

delivery, tissue repair, cell and tissue targeting and transfection[146, 147]. Magnetic 

nanoparticles are used alone or in combination with other treatment modalities, such 

as surgery, chemotherapy and hyperthermia. There are already several reports proving 

their effect in treating different cancers, such as breast cancer[148]. While applying 

alternating magnetic fields on these magnetic nanoparticles, phase I clinical trials 

reports the safety for clinical application, although optimization is still unknown and 

needed to be discovered[149, 150]. Magnetite cationic liposomes (MCLs) is a 

newly-invented magnetic nanoparticles, which are easily internalized by target cells. 

Therefore intracellular hyperthermia is applicable under alternating magnetic field. 

Furthermore, they could be loaded with chemotherapeutic agents so that synergistic 

effect of chemotherapy and hyperthermia is achieved. A study done by Ito et al.[151] 

compared the therapeutic effect of 4-S-cysteaminylphenol (4-S-CAP) incorporated in 

MCLs alone with or without combination of hyperthermia against malignant 

melanoma. The in vitro study of Ito proved that the cytotoxic effect has the following 

effects: 4-S-CAP < hyperthermia < 4-S-CAP + hyperthermia. He chose the agent 

4-S-CAP  because it can selectively kill melanocytes and melanoma cells. It is a 

substrate of melanoma tyrosinase[152]. Danamudi et al. also reviewed the fact that by 

loading both magnetite and chemotherapeutic agents simultaneously in liposomes, 

chemotherapy can be administered in combination with hyperthermia. [153] 
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1.7.8Comparison of magnetically mediated 

hyperthermia 

MMH has a very long history as a treatment modality for cancer. However, the 

progress was very slow. The limitation of its development relies much on the 

advancement of technologies. In the past decade, several breakthrough of the 

biomagnetic materials have been made and hence a great advance of MMH was 

achieved. To date, IIH, currently the most advanced modality of MMH, has been used 

to treat human tumors successfully for years. IH is a very hot topic due to the recent 

advances in magnetic fluids, which contain sub-domain sized magnetic particles that 

generate heat via Neel relaxation. Several human trials are currently undergoing. By 

comparing different modalities of magnetically mediated hyperthermia, IH is the most 

potential modality by combining drug delivery[94]. 

In terms of AEH and DIH which is based on hysteretic heating of multidomain 

ferromagnetic particles, the progress still stopped at the stage of laboratory 

experiments. The advantages and limitations of the four categories of MMH was 

described in Table 1-6. Due to the rapid developments in magnetic materials, we 

believe MMH will have great potentials in this century. 
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Table 1-6 Comparisons of magnetically mediated hyperthermia 

 

 Advantages Disadvantages 

AEH 1. more effective tissue 

temperature distribution [68] 

2. No sharp drop in 

temperature at the tumor edge (due to 

particle gradient) 

3. Repeat treatment without 

further dosing and invasion (the 

particles remained in situ after AEH) 

4. No major inflammatory 

response (apoptosis) 

1. Not applicable to tumors 

without a good arterial supply and 

tumor outside liver 

2. Risk of embolization and 

then subsequent ischemic necrosis of 

normal tissues, which was worsen by 

subsequent heating 

3. The need for pretreatment 

radiological determination of 

particles distribution 

DIH 1. Good control over the 

deposition of ferromagnetic particles 

2. Not dependent on an arterial 

pathway to the tumor ( a wider range of 

tumor is applicable) 

3. It can be done percutaneously 

under radiological guidance 

1. Necessity of repeated 

injections for large or irregularly 

shaped tumors 

2. Cannot apply for miliary 

disease 

3. Very localized deposition 

leads to possible neglecting on 

micro-extension or micro-metastasis 

4. Increased risk of needle track 

implantation or local tumor spread 
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IIH 1. Self-regulating thermal seeds 

with reduced invasive thermometry and 

higher safety. 

2. Rapid initial heating results in 

rapid tumor reduction 

3. Biocompatible seeds can be 

permanently left in situ for repeated 

treatments 

4. already works in a wide variety 

of human tumor types in vivo, 

concurrent with chemo- and 

radio-therapy 

1. Thermoseed migration or 

contact allergies (Nickel) 

2. The seeds may interfere with 

MRI 

3. Difficult to treat irregular 

shaped tumors completely 

4. Complications of 

implantation procedure and the risk 

of infection 

5. Non-uniform cancer cell 

temperatures may result in cold spots

IH 1. With potential advantages that 

accompany AEH and DIH 

2. potential focus heat on tumor 

and hence better efficacy 

3. Able to treat metastasis and 

scattered cancer cells 

4. The particles are often 

sub-domain (magnetic fluids) and 

required only moderate magnetic fields.

1. Relative contributions of 

intracellular heating and extracellular 

heating has to further evaluate in a 

live tumor model 

2. Need to specific target and/or 

ingest a sufficient quantity of 

particles 
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1.8 Magnetic nanoparticles for biomedical 

applications 

1.8.1 Particle size 

 

Intravenous administration (IV) injection of nanoparticles is one of the most 

effective ways to reach targeting cells or tissues. Therefore, particle size of drug is an 

important factor and so are the sizes and types of vascular capillaries.  

 

First, it is necessary to define the particle size. It is defined as the total diameter 

of the particles with main inner core and outer surface coating. Because the smallest 

diameter of vascular capillaries in body is 4μm [154], magnetic particles that tend to 

aggregate for their magnetic force and larger surface energy of particles may be over 

this range. These particles will be dangerous for being retained and caught by 

capillary bed of the lungs, which may result in lung embolism[155, 156]. Moreover, 

MPS (Macrophages of the mononuclear phagocytosis system) can eliminate these IV 

applied particles immediately owing to their ability in removing foreign bodies [157]. 

 

    If the particles are smaller than 4μm, they are eliminated quickly by cells of 

reticuloendothelial system (RES) [155, 157]. However, part of these particles can 

reach the target cells and tissues by blood circulation. The permeability of vascular 

capillary wall that drugs go through becomes a decisive factor. There are mainly four 

types of blood capillaries (Fig. 2-9) [158].  
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Tight-junction capillaries (blood-brain barrier, BBB) with connection of their 

endothelial lining cells, in central nervous system, are usually hard to be penetrated. 

Thus particles can not diffuse out of capillaries. Continuous capillaries, in major 

tissue like muscle, skin, lung, and connective tissue, have limited particles with size 

over 6 nm from diffusion. Therefore larger particles(6~50 nm) can be excreted from 

fenestrated capillaries in kidney. If particles are larger than 60 nm, they only can be 

cleared by the RES which has sinusoid capillaries. RES can capture particles, like 

60~90% particles taken up by Kupffer cells in liver and 3~10 % particles by 

macrophages in spleen [155, 157, 158].  

 

 
Fig. 1-12 The four types of capillaries: (a) tight junction capillaries (b) continuous capillaries (c) 

fenestrated capillaries (d) sinusoid capillaries[158] 
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    Particles up to 100 nm would be phagocytosed by Kupffer cells and particles 

larger than 200 nm tend to be filtered by spleen [159]. When particles between 30 and 

100 nm, the liver would eliminate larger particles compared to smaller ones. Besides 

by dividing the particle size, there are two types of uptakes: one is phagocytosis for all 

sizes and another is pinocytosis for particles size less than 150 nm [157, 160]. In 

another words, uptake of larger particles can only proceed by cells capable of 

phagocytosis and uptake of smaller ones by all kinds of cells through pinocytosis (all 

of cells are able to pinocytosis).  

 

    Therefore we can conclude that particle size above 10 nm cannot pass through 

the endothelium. However when under inflammation, when tumor infiltration in body, 

or with help of medication, heat and radiation, the increased permeability can allow 

particles over 700 nm to penetrate [159].  

 

1.8.2 Biomedical applications of magnetic 

particles 

 

In the last decade, magnetic particles for biomedical applications have been 

developing dramatically due to the advances of nanotechnology. Although magnetic 

particles like iron oxide have been used for many decades, nano-sized magnetic 

particles did not draw scientists’ the attention until nowadays. Applying iron oxide 

nanoparticles (superparamagnetic particles are preferable) is the mainstay of treatment 

for its easy production [161-163] and proven biocompatibility [164]. The following 
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description would show their several applications [146].  

 

Cell label and separation 

 

    Stem cell tracking is one of the hottest topic recently. Labeling cells by magnetic 

particles gives a chance for cell separation [165]. First, the target cells should be 

labeled by magnetic particles. There are two common methods for labeling: 1. 

attaching magnetic particles to the surface of targeting cells [166] 2. internalizing 

magnetic particles by endocytosis [167], phagocytosis [168], and receptor-mediated 

endocytosis [169]. After labeling magnetic particles, the targeting cells can be 

detected by MRI [170]. 

 

MRI (magnetic resonance imaging) contrast enhancement 

 

MRI is one of the most important invention in medicine (Nobel Prize) for its 

non-invasive and precise imaging. One of potential materials for contrast agents is 

SPION (superparamagnetic iron oxide nanoparticles). Due to the different relaxation 

times (T1 and T2) of hydrogen atoms[158], these contract agents can enhance the 

sensitively and specifically [171-173]. In the past decade, more and more various type 

of surface modification of the magnetic particles have been applied as specific 

contrast agents for targeting cells [168]. It opens a door to molecular imaging. 

 

Tissue repair 

 

By means of the heat generated by magnetic particles, two tissue surfaces can be 
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joined together. The applied temperature is often greater than 50℃ [174]. It is 

because the denaturation of proteins can entangle together after temperature decrease 

[174, 175].  

 

Immunoassay 

 

    Magnetic particles have been used in many immunoassays, like 

fluoroimmunoassays [176], enzyme immunoassays [177] and radioimmunoassay. 

Primary or secondary antibodies can be conjugated on the surfaces of magnetic 

particles. In this way, they can separate and quantify antigens quickly and precisely 

[178].  

 

Drug delivery 

 

    Another biomedical application of magnetic particles is as drug carriers. When 

guided by magnetism, drugs can be attempted to reach the tatget site efficiently. 

Magnetic Targeted Carriers (called MTCs), designed by FeRx Inc. of San Diego, can 

be used for many aspects, such as site-specific targeting, tissue retention and 

sustained-release drugs (Fig. 2-10) [178]. Moreover, magnetoliposomes also have 

been used as drug delivery carriers[179-181]. 
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Fig. 1-13 Drug Targeting using MTCs [178] 

Hyperthermia 

 

Magnetic particles for hyperthermia have been mentioned in the previous 

section. 
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1.9 Drug delivery system for hyperthermia 

 

    Drug delivery system of hyperthermia is getting more and more attention. It is 

why the study focuses on intracellular hyperthermia by injecting magnetic particles 

into body (IV injection) or by other modalities that deliver medicine via blood 

circulation.  

 

The diagnosis and treatment of cancer is very crucial for the survival of patients. 

Magnetic nanoparticles has the potential characters to combine diagnosis with 

treatment at the same time. Fig. 1-14 shows that magnetic nanoparticles can be 

targeted to cancer cells and kill them. Magnetic nanoparticles also can be used as 

cancer diagnosis by magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) or magnetoimpedance (MI) 

sensor [108]. After detecting cancer cells, applying an alternative magnetic field can 

induce heat generation of magnetic nanoparticles for hyperthermia. In this way, 

magnetic nanoparticles can be used as diagnosis and treatment tool at the same time. 

It is relatively time-saving for patients and increases the compliance of patients. 
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Fig. 1-14 The therapeutic strategy by using magnetic nanoparticles [108] 
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1.10 Purpose of the study 

 

    Nowadays, iron oxides (magnetite Fe3O4 and maghemite γ-Fe2O3) are the most 

popular thermoseeds for intracellular hyperthermia. Various magnetic nanoparticles of 

ferrimagnetic bioglass ceramics (FBCs) were developed recently, and aimed to 

provide magnetic properties for MRI and hyperthermia purposes. Nevertheless, 

during the preparation of FBC, it had to heat up to 800 ◦C and then quenched to room 

temperature. Particle size, especially after further milling, is difficult to control at the 

nanoscale, and quasi-crystallisation may occur during the thermal processing. This 

has made it difficult to synthesize magnetic bioglass nanoparticles, which has limited 

their potential clinical applications. 

Therefore, in this thesis, we would like to introduce two new magnetic particles 

synthesized by co-precipitation: magnetic hydroxyapatite nanoparticles (mHAP) and 

magnetic DCPD nanoparticles (mDCPD). Various physical, chemical, magnetic, in 

vitro and in vivo biocompatibility tests were performed to exam its properties and 

prove its safety. Furthermore, in vitro and in vivo cancer hyperthermia experiment 

were performed to evaluate its therapeutic effect. 
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Chapter 2   Experiment settings 

 

2.1 Experiment equipments 

 

The equipments used in the study are listed in Table 2-1. 

 

Table 2-1 Equipments list 

 

Equipment Manufacturer 

XRD PANalytical X’Pert Pro 

SEM Philips XL30 

EDS EDAX DX4 

SQUID Quantum Design MPMS-XL7 

TEM Hitachi TEM H-7500 

Electronic balance Mettler Toledo 

Ultrasonic Branson 3510 

Stirring/Hot plate Dataplate 

FTIR JASCO FTIR 410 Series 

UV-Vis absorption spectroscopy JASCO V-550 

Microscope Nikon Eclipse TS100 

Centrifuge KUBOTA 5010 

Autoclave Tomin medical equipment 
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pH meter Microcomputer Meter 6171 

Heating bath TUNGTEC INSTRUMENT 

ELISA reader Tecan 

Cell culture incubator Revco 

Laminar flow TSAO HSIN KM420 

Chemical hood TSAO HSIN 
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2.2 Reagents 

 

The raw materials used in the study are listed in Table 2-2. 

 

Table 2-2 Reagents list 

 

Chemical Name Manufacturer 

Polyoxyethylene-bis-amine Sigma-Aldrich 

Folic acid Sigma-Aldrich 

N-(3-Dimethylaminopropyl)-N′- 

ethylcarbodiimide hydrochloride (EDC) 

Sigma-Aldrich 

N-hydroxysuccinimide (NHS) Sigma-Aldrich 

Hydrochloric acid (HCl) Riedel-de Haën 

Vivaspin 20 Vivascience 

Cellulose tubular membrane (Nominal 

MWCO:6000-8000) 

(Part No. 8030-32) 

Membrane 

Filtration  

Product, Inc. 

Cellulose tubular membrane (Nominal 

MWCO:3500) 

(Part No. 5030-46) 

Membrane 

Filtration  

Product, Inc. 

Dulbecco’s Modified Eagle’s Medium (DMEM) Sigma-Aldrich 

Minimum essential medium eagle (MEME) Sigma-Aldrich 

Thiazolyl blue tetrazolium bromide (MTT) Sigma 

WST-1 Kit BioVision 
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Sodium bicarbonate Sigma-Aldrich 

Fetal bovine serum (FBS) Gemini 

Bio-Products 

0.22 μm, 

GP express plus membrane, 

500 ml funnel, 45 mm neck size 

Millipore 

Sodium chloride Riedel-de Haën 

Potassium duhydrogen phosphate Riedel-de Haën 

Potassium chloride Riedel-de Haën 

Penicillin − Streptomycin − Neomycin Solution 

(100x) 

Sigma-Aldrich 

90 mm Petri Dish Greiner bio-one 

15 ml centrifuged tube Greiner bio-one 

50 ml centrifuged tube Greiner bio-one 

70 % HNO3 J. T. Baker 

Potassium hexacyanoferrate (II) trihydrate Sigma 

Iron (III) chloride Sigma 

Trypsin-EDTA solution (10×) Sigma 

Trypan blue solution (0.4%) Sigma-Aldrich 

96-well plate Greiner bio-one 

12-well plate Greiner bio-one 

CytoTox 96 Non-Radioactive Cytotoxicity Assay Promega 
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2.3 X-ray diffractometer (XRD) 

 

    XRD (x-ray diffractometer) is a powerful device to determine the compositions 

of crystallized material by measuring the intensity of the reflected x-ray and Bragg 

angles from a crystal structure. The basic theory of XRD is established by Bragg’s 

law [182]. Since the wavelengths of some x-rays are approximately equal to the 

distance between planes of atoms in crystalline materials, the intensity and angles of 

constructive waves can be measured when x-rays strike the materials. An x-ray 

diffraction pattern shows the intensity of diffracted beams vs. the diffraction angles 2θ. 

By Bragg’s law: 2dsinθ=nλ, the diffracted angles (θ) and wavelength (λ) are known, 

so the distance of planes can be obtained. Moreover, the equation: d= a/ 

(h2+k2+l2)^(1/2) (for cubic) can determine the value of lattice constant when h, k, l are 

well-known by specific diffracted angles [183]. The compositions of materials can 

then be acquired from the lattice constant. However, now it is convenient to know the 

result of XRD directly without calculating by means of the construction of data base 

(JCPDS or PCPDF). In the study, the composition of nanoparticles was checked by 

XRD (x-ray powder diffraction, PANalytical X’Pert Pro) (Fig. 2-2) .  
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Fig. 2-1 Bragg’s law [182] 

Fig. 2-2 PANalytical X’Pert pro diffractometer

 

2.4 Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and 

energy-dispersive x-ray spectroscopy (EDS) 

 

    SEM (scanning electron microscopy) is commonly utilized for observation of 

surface morphology of the materials, and EDS (energy-dispersive x-ray spectroscopy 

or called EDX) is often attached on SEM for analyzing chemical compositions. 

Comparing to optical microscope, the resolution of SEM is much higher due of the 

much smaller wavelength of electron than visible light. The most ordinary images of 

SEM come from detecting the secondary electrons ejected from the surface of the 

sample [183]. EDS is a device that detects characteristic x-ray emitted from the 

excitation of electron beam. When characteristic x-ray ejects into the detected 



 

semiconductor, it generates the electrons and electron holes. By transforming the 

number of electrons and electron holes to the magnitude of energy, the compositions 

of materials can be determined easily [184]. In Fig. 2-3, it shows the equipments of 

SEM (Philips XL30), which is located in the right of the figure. The red circle in the 

figure is EDS (EDAX DX4) attached on SEM. 

 

 
                 Fig. 2-3 SEM with EDS 

 

 

2.5 Superconducting quantum interference 

device (SQUID) 

 

    SQUID (superconducting quantum interference device) is a promising 

magnetometer for its sensitive detector for magnetic flux (Fig. 2-4). It consists of two 

Josephson junctions (two superconductors linked by an insulated barrier [185]) that 

behavior tunneling effect [186]. When a current in one end of semiconductor is larger 
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than a critical value or the thickness of insulated barrier is less than a critical value, 

the current can tunnel to the other end of semiconductor. Moreover, the current that 

follows the Josephson formulas would radiate electromagnetic waves. When applying 

SQUID for measure, pick-up and input coil form a superconducting loop. This loop 

interacts with magnetic sample and generates inductive current by Lenz’s law. The 

inductive current has magnetic flux that can be detected by Josephson junctions of 

SQUID, and then the following calculation gives the result of magnetic field. 

 

 

 

Fig. 2-4 SQUID  

  Fig. 2-5 Josephson junction [187]  

  

  

 

 

2.6 Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) 

 

    TEM (transmission electron microscopy) is an useful equipment for materials 

analysis, because it can acquire the morphology and composition of material at the 
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same time. The basic theory of TEM is that a beam of electrons is transmitted through 

a thin specimen and generates electron diffraction. There are many types of analysis 

method of TEM, including bright field, dark field, diffraction pattern and 

high-resolution TEM imaging. Bright and dark field is the standard method to obtain 

the image of material morphology. The structure composition and crystallization of 

material can be known by calculation of diffraction pattern. High-resolution TEM 

imaging can show atom image or arrange stripe of atoms by phase contrast. 

    There are four parts of TEM: column, electric system, vacuum system and panel. 

The column is the main body of TEM contains of magnetic lens, illumination system 

(electron gun, condenser lens, specimen chamber, image forming system, objective 

lens, intermediate lens and projective lens). When an electron beam emits from the 

electron gun by thermionic emission or field emission, it can go through the 

condenser lens and objective lens. If the electron beam focuses on focal plane and 

passes through intermediate and projective lens, the diffraction pattern can be formed 

(selected-area diffraction, SAD). If there is only one electron beam (transmitted beam) 

filtered out by an aperture and focuses on image plane, the bright or dark field can be 

formed. The difference between bright field and dark field: the former is only the 

direct electron beam allowed to pass when an aperture placed in the back focal plane 

of the objective lens, and the later is one or more diffracted beams allowed to pass 

when the direct electron beam blocked by aperture. Moreover, if there are one more 

electron beams go through the aperture, the high-resolution TEM imaging can be 

formed [188, 189]. (Fig. 2-6) 

 

    However, there are some limitations for TEM, although TEM is a powerful 
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device for material analysis. Sample preparation of many materials is time-consuming 

and complicated because it has to produce extreme thin sample for transparent of 

electrons. Moreover, sample with polymers, cells, tissues, and nanoparticles may 

pollute the vacuum system. It is also difficult for TEM to analyze magnetic materials 

owing to the aberration and damage of magnetic lens. 

 

 
Fig. 2-6 Three observation types in electron microscopy using an aperture and the center of the aperture 

is on the optical axis. (a) Bright field (b) Dark field (c) High-resolution TEM imaging[189] 
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2.7 Biocompatibility 

2.7.1 Lactate dehydrogenase (LDH) assay 

Lactate dehydrogenase (LDH) is an enzyme present in the cytoplasm of cells and 

rapidly released into the cell culture supernatant upon damage of the plasma 

membrane. Therefore, cell death or cytotoxicity is evaluated by the quantification of 

plasma membrane damage, based on the measurement of activity of LDH released 

from damaged cells. LDH activity can be determined by a coupled enzymatic reaction. 

LDH oxidizes lactact to pyruvate which than reacts with tetrazolium salt to form 

formazan. The increase in the amount of formazan produced in culture supernatant 

directly related to the increase in the number of lysed cells. The formazan dye is 

water-soluble and can be detected by ELISA reader at 490 nm. [190, 191]. Therefore, 

LDH activity released from the cells into the medium was measured with a 

commercially available assay kit. The commercialized assay kit (CytoTox 96® Assay, 

Promega) can be used for this assay. The concept is shown in Fig. 2-7 [192]. The 

ELISA reader can be used to measure absorbance at 490 nm.  
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Fig. 2-7 The process of formazan generation from LDH [192] 

 

 

2.7.2 Water-soluble tetrazolium salt-1 (WST-1) 

assay 

 

Dehydrogenase in the mitochondria of living cells is capable of cutting 

tetrazolium ring. Hence tetrazolium salts are often used to test for cell proliferation. 

WST-1 (4-[3-(4-Iodophenyl)-2-(4-nitrophenyl) -2H-5-tetrazolio]-1, 3-benzene 

disulfonate) is one of tetrazolium salts. After dehydrogenase cut its tetrazolium ring, 

red WST-1 tends to generate deep red Formazan. [190] The WST-1 reagent (10% 

WST-1 in culture medium) is directly measured for its absorbance value at 420 nm by 

ELISA reader. Higher value indicates better cell viability and proliferation. (Fig. 2-8) 

[193] 
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Fig. 2-8 Reaction of WST-1 and dehydrogenase [193] 
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Chapter 3  Hydroxyapatite -modified 

biomagnetic nanoparticles  

 

3.1 Introduction 

 

Magnetic nanoparticles have been used commonly for various biomedical 

circumstances [162, 178, 194]. Recently, the functional properties of the magnetic 

nanoparticles have been modified individually so that they could be used in different 

biological applications, such as cell label and separation [166, 167, 195, 196], 

immunoassay [177, 197], drug delivery [179-181], MRI contrast agents [158, 168, 

198-201], and hyperthermia [94, 108, 109]. Iron oxide (maghemite γ-Fe2O3 or 

magnetite Fe3O4) is one of the most popular magnetic nanoparticles in medicine and 

biotechnology [164, 202]. Recently, many breakthrough of synthesis and surface 

engineering of iron oxide nanoparticles have been made among several magnetic 

particles [146]. Moreover, there are still newly-formed magnetic nanoparticles 

proposed (bioglass ceramics [125, 203] and hydroxyapatite [204]).  

Many researchers have developed different magnetic nanoparticles of 

ferrimagnetic bioglass ceramics (FBCs) which provide magnetic properties for MRI 

and hyperthermia purposes [125]. Nevertheless, during the preparation of FBC, it has 

been put in an oven at temperature higher than 800℃. Then it was quenched to room 

temperature. This procedure would probably cause crystal growth, which made it 
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difficult to synthesize nano-sized particles [205]. Therefore its huge size limited its 

own application in biomedical settings, such as injection into venous system and 

reaching the tumor tissue inside the animal body. 

 

 

One of the mineral components inside the bone and teeth of the human body is 

Calcium hydroxyapatite (HAP), with a chemical formula of  

Ca(2)6Ca(1)4(PO4)6(OH)2 (P63/m). Therefore it possessed good biocompatibility 

property and adequate biodegradation rate that not only has been widely used in 

orthopaedics as bone grafts but also in drug delivery systems for controlled release 

[206-208]. The physicochemical and biological properties of apatite can be dominated 

by different compositions and crystal structures [209]. By particular coprecipitation 

with various amounts of metal ions, such as Ni(II), Co(II), Al(III), and La(III), 

scientists could substitute the calcium ions (Ca2+) in the HAP. The magnetic 

nanoparticles would have different surface configurations, morphologies, and crystal 

architectures [210-212]. 

 

 

In our previous study [204], magnetic hydroxyapatite nanoparticles were 

fabricated by the co-precipitation process with different concentration of Fe2+ added. 

The characteristics and biocompatibility of this newly developed magnetic 

nanoparticle were analysed in each sample. The particle size was around 20-50nm 

with a shape of short-rod or sphere. The magnetization was around 3.42-20.92 emu/g. 

Among all different nanoparticles proposed, the sample with molar ratio of Fe/Ca as 
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1(XFe/Ca=1) was chosen for this in vivo study. The ratio showed optimum crystal size 

with better heating rate when magnetic field applied on. It should have a better 

performance as a thermoseed for hyperthermia (as shown in table 2 and Fig. 9 of 

reference 91). 

In this study, we try to apply the magnetic biomaterial for hyperthermia therapy 

in an animal model. We would like to evaluate its in vivo heating efficiency and tumor 

curing ability. 
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3.2 Materials & Methods 

 

3.2.1 Preparation of hydroxyapatite (HAP) and 

magnetic-HAP(m-HAP) nanoparticles 

 

The synthesis of Hydroxyapatite (HAP) is referred to [213, 214]. The reaction is 

as follows: 

10Ca(OH)2 + 6H3PO4→ Ca(2)6Ca(1)4(PO4)6(OH)2 + 18H2O. 

The magnetic- HAP powders were synthesized by a similar method, and it was 

introduced by our previous paper [204]. In brief, the steps contained addition of iron 

(II) chloride tetrahydrate (FeCl2•4H2O, Fluka, USA) , adjusting pH to 8.5, stirring for 

2 h followed by ageing for another 10 h, washing, and freeze-drying. The final 

product of a dispersible apatite powder was made. As mentioned before in the 

“Introduction” section, nanoparticles with molar ratio of Fe/Ca as 1(XFe/Ca=1) were 

chosen for the following experiments in this study. 

 

3.2.2 Heating efficiency (in vivo) 

In the pilot study we have tested in vivo heating efficiency of the material. The 

0.8g magnetic-HAP powder (mHAP) or pure HAP powder (HAP) were mixed with 

5ml phosphate buffer solution (PBS), respectively. An amount of 0.5c.c mixture was 
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injected subcutaneously around the tumor of mice with no.21 syringe. 

In order to achieve hyperthermia, the mouse were placed into a 3cm diameter 

coil of the inductive heater (Power cube 64-power cube HF2; AREZZO, PRESIDENT 

HONOR IND CO.,LTD., Taiwan). Then the heater was turned on and alternating 

magnetic field (60Hz, 110V) was generated inside the coil (47.75G). An optic fiber 

was inserted inside the tumor in order to monitor temperature. The temperature was 

recorded by a thermometer connected to the optic fiber (Luxtron One, Lambda 

Photometrics, United Kingdom).(Fig 3-1, Fig 3-2) 

 

Inductive Heater

Coil 

Mouse

Optic 

b
Thermomter  

Fig. 3-1 The photo of the animal study. 
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Fig. 3-2 The line-drawing setting of the experiment.  

The heating efficiency was tested with different concentration of mHAP and the 

optimal concentration of mHAP and the optimal concentration (0.8g/5ml) was 

selected. Only the body temperature of mHAP-injected mice with magnetic field 

raised. The mHAP injected mice without magnetic field did not show hyperthermia 

effect. In the mHAP + magnetic field group, the temperature was raised to the desired 

temperature (45~46 °C) within 15 minutes. A pedal was connected to the inductive 

heater. Only when the pedal is pressed, electric power will be supplied to the coil. By 

stepping on and off the pedal intermittently, we were able to switch the magnetic field 

on and off. Therefore we could keep the temperature between 45~46 °C for 20 mins 

without overheating the animal. In addition, we also put another optic fiber into the 

rectum of mice and recorded the core body temperature. During the 20 minutes of the 

hyperthermia, the core body temperature slightly raised from 38°C to 40°C. (Fig. 3-3) 
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Fig. 3-3  The heating efficiency of mHAP. During the 20 minut

te

A total number of 37 six-week old balb/c mice were prepared. Each mouse 

inoculated with 5×10  murine colorectal cancer cells (CT26 cell line). Then, we 

waited for another 7-10 days and allowed tu

m. 

These 37 mice were divided into two categories and six groups. Mice in the f

category did not receive any magnetic field; whereas those in the second category 

were put into the coil of the heater. The first category contained three groups: Group 1 

(control group, n=6), the mice were not injected with any material. Group 2 (n=6), the 

. Group 3 (n=6), the mice were injected with mHAP. 

On the other hand, the second category (with magnetic filed) also contained 

three groups: Group 4 (control group, n=6), the mice were not injected with any 
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 experiment. Then they were put into the coil 

on the

iced on Day 15 and blood test was performed to check 

the liver and renal function. 

3.3 Results  

 

ack. All 

s of 

dehyd

 

ld) 

r in 

Group 2 (HAP without magnetic field) was larger than Group 1. (Fig. 3-5)  

material. Group 5 (n=6), the mice were injected with HAP. Group 6 (n=7), the mice 

were injected with mHAP. In this category, all mice were treated with hyperthermia 

each day during the first three day of the

 other day (Day 5,7,9,11,13,15).  

All 36 mice were sacrif

 

During the 20 minutes of the hyperthermia, the core body temperature slightly 

raised from 38°C to 40°C in all six groups. (Fig. 3-4) The core body temperature was

not effected by the focal hyperthermia effect of mHAP-injected site on the b

mice sweated during these 20 minutes. But they did not have symptom

ration and all survived the whole experiment of two weeks.  

Among the six groups, only the tumors in Group 6 (mHAP with magnetic field)

shrinked significantly. The tumors in Group 1(control group without magnetic fie

growed faster than any other groups; except on Day 13&15, the size of tumo
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Fig. 3-4  The tumor size of different groups in the experiment period of 15 days. Among the six groups, only the 

tumors in Group 6 (mHAP with magnetic field) shrinked significantly. The tumors in Group 1(control group 

without magnetic field) growed faster than any other groups; except on Day 13&15, the size of tumor in Group 2 

(HAP without magnetic field) was larger than Group 1. 

 

The tumors not only shrinked rapidly in Group 6(mHAP with magnetic field), 

but they became black, flat and hard in day3-5. The black area also disseminated 

across the back of the mouse. No skin necrosis was noted in the observation period of 

15 days (Fig. 3-5). The tumor surface did not turn black in Group 3 (mHAP without 
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c field), 

menon was also noted in Group 1 (control group without 

(A)                               (

magnetic field), suggesting the Ferrous ion deposition is not the only cause of the dark 

tumor surface (Fig. 3-6). Furthermore, in Group 4 (control group with magneti

central necrotic area of the tumor was noted in day 5 and enlarging till day 14 

(Fig.3-7). The same pheno

magnetic field)(Fig. 3-8). 

B) 

    

                   (

                    

Fig. 3-5 The clinical photographs of the tumor in Group 6 (mHAP with magnetic field). The tumor in 

ay1 (A), day5 (B), and day 14 (C). 

C)  
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                     (

 

Fig. 3-6 The clinical photographs of the tumor in Group 3 (mHAP with magnetic field). The tumor in day1 (A), 

day5 (B), and day 14 (C).  
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(A)                                  (B) 

       

 

                   (C) 

                    

 

 

Fig. 3-7 The clinical photographs of the tumor in Group 4 (control group with magnetic field). The tumor in day1 

(A), day5 (B), and day 14 (C). 
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(A)                               (B) 

     

                    (C) 

                    

Fig. 3-8 The clinical photographs of the tumor in Group 1 (control group without magnetic field). The tumor in 

day1 (A), day5 (B), and day 14 (C). 

 

The blood test result of liver and renal function was listed in Table 3-1. All the 

animals in six groups showed normal renal function due to they have normal BUN 

and Creatinine levels. However, all the animal have abnormal liver function due to 

elevated ALT and AST levels. All the animals have normal ALP level. 
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Table 3-1 The blood test result of liver and kidney function after the animal was sacrificed. 

 

 BUN 

(mg/dL) 

Creatinine 

(mg/dL) 

Bilirubin 

(mg/dL) 

ALT*  

(units/L) 

AST* 

(units/L) 

ALP* 

(units/L) 

Group 1 20.67±3.54 0.43±0.15 10.37±5.13 1626.33±849.36 2289.33±1755.62 20.67±3.54 

Group 2 28.50±11.15 0.22±0.08 4.18±4.83 1452.00±598.38 2050.80±778.28 62.00±38.86 

Group 3 28.33±16.35 0.18±0.08 2.90±1.31 943.50±750.06 1756.83±704.33 43.00±28.04 

Group 4 21.00±5.22 0.32±0.12 7.25±4.82 1542.67±1023.08 1694.80±181.16 71.67±57.03 

Group 5 23.5±8.78 0.25±0.10 3.42±3.77 710.00±564.23 1390.8±358.74 34.40±12.97 

Group 6 23.29±15.82 0.34±0.28 1.5±1.26 2268.86±1708.68 2442.67±603.49 74.71±43.73 

Normal 

Range 

18-29 0.2-0.8 0.1-0.9 28-132 15-247 62-209 

All the animal in six groups have normal kidney function due to normal BUN and Creatinine levels. 

However, all the animal have abnormal liver function due to elevated ALT and AST levels. All the 

animals have normal ALP level. 

*AST= Aspartate aminotransferase (AST). AST formerly was called serum glutamic oxaloacetic 

transaminase (SGOT). ALT= Alanine aminotransferase (ALT). ALT formerly was called serum 

glutamic pyruvic transaminase (SGPT). ALP= Alkaline phosphatase (ALP) 
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3.4 Discussion 

 

The body temperature of the testing animals in the magnetic groups was higher 

than the non-magnetic groups. We though it might be due to direct thermal conduction 

from the heated, working coil. And the ferrous material inside the mice, such as the 

hemoglobulin circulating in blood vessels, might also play a role in this phenomenon. 

As mentioned before, the tumors shrinked and became black, flat and hard in 

day3-5 (Fig. 3-5). The black area also disseminated across the back of the mouse. The 

black color was only partially contributed by repeated injection of Ferrous-containing 

HAP and subsequent local deposition of Ferrous ion, because we did not observe the 

same finding in Group 3 (mHAP without magnetic field) (Fig 3-5). Our explanation 

of the disseminated black area in Group 6 is: the hyperthermia killed the tumor and 

created a void space. Then, the mHAP particles flowed out of the injection area and 

filled the new space all over the back. 

In Group 4 (control group with magnetic field), central necrotic area of the 

tumor was noted in day 5 and enlarging till day 14 (Fig. 3-7). The same phenomenon 

was also noted in Group 1 (control group without magnetic field)(Fig. 3-8). Because 

there was no mHAP particle injected, the tumor itself should not generate heat. The 

central necrosis should be merely due to poor nutrition supply in a rapidly-growing 

tumor. 

Among the six groups, only the tumors in Group 6 (mHAP with magnetic field) 

shrinked significantly. The tumors in Group3 (mHAP without magnetic field) still 

growed rapidly, which indicating that the mHAP along could not reduce the tumor 
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volume. In other words, the shrinkage of the tumor in Group 6 was solely due to the 

hyperthermia effect caused by mHAP , and the mHAP along did not have the ability 

of killing tumor cells.  

The tumor in Group 1(control group without magnetic field) grew faster than 

any other groups; except on Day 13&15, the size of tumor in Group 2 (HAP without 

magnetic field) was larger than Group 1. It suggested that the HAP itself may help the 

colorectal tumor growth after 2 weeks. However, we did not observe the same 

phenomenon in Group 5(HAP with magnetic field). We thought that the elevated body 

temperature in the magnetic field could kill part of the tumor cells, and it neutralized 

the anabolic effect of HAP on tumor cells. 

The blood test result of liver and kidney function contained a lot of important 

information. All the animals in six groups have normal kidney function due to normal 

BUN and Creatinine levels. However, all the animals have abnormal liver function 

due to elevated ALT and AST levels. It indicated that the metabolism of HAP and 

mHAP was mainly through liver. However, the elevated AST and ALP levels only 

indicated hepatitis in this point. Because all the animals survived through the whole 

experiment. It indicated that the liver was not seriously damaged and it was not fatal.  

Moreover, the animals in the magnetic groups did not show consistent elevated 

liver and kidney function, comparing with the animals in the non-magnetic groups. 

Therefore we could conclude that the high frequency reciprocal magnetic field we 

applied on the animals did not show significant impact on the liver and kidney 

function.  

All the animals have normal ALP levels, indicating that bone metabolism was 

not disturbed with the application of HAP. As stated before, the HAP was one of the 
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important constitution of bone and teeth. Thus we are concerned about its possible 

effect on the bone absorption and metabolism in the beginning. 
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Chapter 4   Dicalcium phosphate dihydrate 

(DCPD)- modified biomagnetic 

nanoparticles 

 

4.1 Introduction 

 

Magnetic nanoparticles are being increasingly considered for hyperthermia 

cancer therapy because of the relatively lower number of side effects associated with 

them [69-71]. Iron oxide (maghemite γ-Fe2O3 or magnetite Fe3O4) is frequently used 

in clinical or experimental settings of biotechnology [60]. Various magnetic 

nanoparticles of ferrimagnetic bioglass ceramics (FBCs) were developed recently, and 

aimed to provide magnetic properties for MRI and hyperthermia purposes[45]. 

Nevertheless, during the preparation of FBC, it had to heat up to 800 ◦C and then 

quenched to room temperature. Particle size, especially after further milling, is 

difficult to control at the nanoscale, and quasi-crystallisation may occur during the 

thermal processing. This has made it difficult to synthesis magnetic bioglass 

nanoparticles[61], which has limited their potential clinical applications. This has led 

to a need for different forms of magnetic nanoparticles for clinical use. Furthermore, 

magnetic nanoparticles have also been proven useful in other applications, such as 
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cell labeling [70].  

Calcium phosphate ceramic (CPC) has good biocompatibility, little toxicity and 

an adequate biodegradable rate. Therefore, many studies have proved its efficacy as a 

bone substitute [72-74]. Its adequate biodegradable rate make it a good drug delivery 

vehicle [75, 76]. It has also been used quite often by dentists [51], as root canal fillers, 

drug-delivery vehicles, or scaffolds in pulp tissue engineering [77]. It was also been 

modified to be used in vertebroplasy as potentially valuable alternative to 

polymethylmethacrylate (PMMA) [78]. 

There are different phases in the CPC system, such as: dicalcium phsosphate 

dihydrate (DCPD, CaHPO4.2H2O), also called brushite; hydroxyapatite (HAP, 

Ca10(PO4)6(OH)2) and tricalcium phosphate (TCP, Ca3(PO4)2). Among them, 

DCPD is the most stable phase in the acid environment [50]. DCPD is not a magnetic 

ceramic, but the iron ions can substitute the calcium ions of DCPD and form a 

magnetic DCPD (mDCPD), which is a possible candidate for cancer hyperthermia 

application. 

Thus, in this study, we synthesized mDCPD with different concentration of iron 

and evaluated their physical properties and cytotoxicty. In vitro tests to assess their 

potential for killing cancer cells during hyperthermia were then carried out. 
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4.2 Material & Methods 

 

4.2.1 DCPD synthesis 

 

DCPD was prepared by co-precipitation method: mixing equal Molality (0.2M) 

of calcium hydroxide (Riedel-de Haen) aqueous solution and orthophosphoric acid 

(Riedel-de Haen,85%) solution. The calcium hydroxide solution was slowly dropped 

into the orthophosphoric acid solution until the pH level reached 5.2. During this 

titration process, the rotation speed of stirrer was kept at 800 rpm with a constant 

temperature of 37°C overnight. Then the DCPD powders were centrifuged, washed 

with alcohol, and dried at 65°C in oven for another night. 

 

4.2.2 mDCPD synthesis 

 

Magnetic dicalcium phosphate dihydrate (mDCPD )particles was synthesized by 

mixing different concentration (10%, 20%, 30%, 40%, and 60%) of iron chloride 

tetrahydrate (Fluka) with calcium hydroxide aqueous solution. Briefly, the 

orthophosphoric acid was slowly titrated into the solution containing calcium and iron. 

The rotation speed of stirrer was kept at 800 rpm. Temperature was fixed at 37°C and 

ph level was maintained around 5-5.2. Magnetic dicalcium phosphate dihydrate 

(mDCPD) powders were centrifuged, washed with alcohol, and dried at 65°C in oven 
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overnight. 

 

4.2.3 X-ray diffraction (XRD) 

 

The composition of DCPD and mDCPD were tested by X-ray diffraction meter 

(Rigaku Geigerflex DMX-2200). The XRD was operated at 40KV, 30mA , 2°per min 

scanning speed and the 2 range for 10-60°. 

4.2.4 Chemical composition (ICP-OES) 

 

Chemical composition of DCPD and DCPD-Fe was checked by inductively 

coupled plasma-optical emission spectrometer (ICP-OES) to determine the 

concentration of Ca2+ and Fe2+ in the powders. The powders were dissolved in 1M 

HCL for analyses. The calibration curve was constructed using standard solutions in 

the range of 0.1, 0.5, 1 and 10 ppm. 

 

4.2.5 Magnetic property  

 

The magnetic property of DCPD-Fe was measured by Superconducting quantum 

interference device (SQUID) in 300K and at alternating ±10000oe magnetic field. 
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4.2.6 Inductive heater and temperature recording 

 

The 50 mg mDCPD powder was dissolved in a test tube with 3 ml D.I water. It 

was then placed into 1cm diameter coil of the inductive heater (Power cube 64-power 

cube HF2; Arezzo, President Honor Ind Co.,LTD., Taiwan). Then the heater was 

turned on and alternating magnetic field with high frequency was generated inside the 

coil. The temperature was recorded by a thermometer (Luxtron One, Lambda 

Photometrics, United Kingdom) every 30 seconds, with an optic fiber inserted inside 

the test tube. (Fig 4-1, 4-2)  

 

 

        Fig. 4-1 The vials placed in the induction coil 
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      Fig. 4-2 The setting of the experiment for hyperthermia 

 

4.2.7 Particle size 

 

The particle size and morphology of DCPD-20%Fe was analysed by 

Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM, JOEL-100CXⅡ 100kV). The sample was 

prepared according to standard procedure: DCPD-20%Fe particles were dispersed in 

the 99.5% ethanol. The solution with DCPD-20%Fe particles were dropped on the 

Cu-grid and dried in room temperature for later examination.  

 

4.2.8 The WST-1 assay for mitochondrial function 

 

DCPD-10%Fe and DCPD-20%Fe particles were immersed in the culture 

medium. They were kept in an environment of 5% carbon dioxide, 95% relative 

humidity, and 37°C for 3 days. The 3T3 (mouse fibroblast) were seeded in 96-well 
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culture plates at the cell density of 104 cells/well and cultured for one day. The extract 

of mDCPD-containing medium with different concentration (1mg/ml, 5mg/ml and 

10mg/ml) was then added into the culture plate of 3T3 cells. It was then cultured for 

another three days. On Day 1 and Day 3, we collected 100μl medium of each well 

and the WST-1 assay was done. The WST-1 reagent (10% WST-1 in culture medium) 

is directly measured for its absorbance value at 420 nm by the ELISA reader(Tecan). 

Higher value indicates better cell viability and proliferation. 

 

4.2.9 Lactate dehydrogenase (LDH) assay for cell lysis 

The 3T3 (mouse fibroblast) were seeded in 96wells culture plates at a cell 

density of 104 cells/well. After 1 day culture, the extracts of DCPD-Fe were added 

into 96 wells culture plates and incubated for another 3 days. A “total lysis” positive 

control group was prepared by mixing lysis solution for 45 minutes. Another negative 

control group was also prepared by culture medium only (without any mDCPD 

particles). On Day 1 and Day 3, we collected 50μl medium of each well and the 

LDH assay was done. LDH released from the cells into the medium was measured by 

a commercially available assay kit. The absorbance was recorded at 490nm in the 

ELISA reader. 

 

4.2.10 In-vitro test for cancer hyperthermia 

A549(lung carcinoma) and HFL-1(human lung fibroblast ) cell lines were 

seeded at a density of 5×104 cells/vials. They were incubated for 1 day, allowing cells 
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to be attached to the bottom of vials. In the experiment group, DCPD-20%Fe 

(10mg/ml) was added into the culture medium. The vials were then placed inside the 

induction coil and the temperature was maintained around 43-46°C for 30 minutes. 50

μl medium of each vials was collected and transferred to a 96-well culture plate. The 

absorbance was recorded at 490nm in ELISA reader (LDH assay). Positive control 

(OD “total lysis”) and negative control (OD “medium”) were also prepared. The 

percentage of cytotoxicity was then calculated by the following equation: 

.

100
ODOD

ODOD
(%)ty Cytotoxici 






mediumlysistotal

mediumexp
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4.3 Results 

 

4.3.1 XRD pattern 

 

The XRD patterns of synthesized DCPD are shown in Fig. 4-3. All the 

corresponding peaks are matched to the standard pattern of DCPD from JCPDS NO. 

72-0713. The pure DCPD was successfully synthesized in the study that would be 

used as the base for mDCPD synthesis. The results are shown as follows. 

The XRD patterns of Fe-doped DCPD are shown in Fig. 4-4. The XRD results 

for DCPD-10%Fe and DCPD-20%Fe are similar to pure DCPD. In the XRD analysis 

DCPD-10%Fe and DCPD-20%Fe showed no iron formation. In the XRD results of 

DCPD-30%Fe, DCPD-40%Fe and DCPD-60%Fe, there were some extra peaks 

visible in smaller angles. 
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           Fig. 4-3 XRD pattern of DCPD. 
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               Fig. 4-4 XRD pattern of DCPD-Fe. 

 

4.3.2 Lattice parameters 

 

The lattice parameters of DCPD and DCPD-Fe can be calculated by the 

following equation 
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 , where d is the 

interplanar distance. The results are shown in Fig. 4-5. It revealed that more Ca2+ are 

substituted by Fe2+, smaller lattice parameter was formed. Thus the value of b-axis is 

decreased from DCPD-10%Fe to DCPD-40%Fe, but increased thereafter. The volume 

of DCPD-Fe with different iron concentrations is shown in Fig. 4-6. 
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        Fig. 4-5 The lattice parameters of DCPD and DCPD-Fe (a) a (b) b (c) c (d) β. 

 
Fig. 4-6 The volume of DCPD and DCPD-Fe 
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4.3.3 Chemical composition (ICP-OES) 

 

The results of elemental analysis are shown in Fig. 4-7. In DCPD-10%Fe and 

DCPD-20%Fe, the observed concentrations of calcium ions were decreasing with 

increased iron ions. The DCPD-30%Fe, DCPD-40%Fe and DCPD-60%Fe followed 

the same condition. 
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      Fig. 4-7 The chemical composition of DCPD and DCPD-Fe 

 

4.3.4 Magnetic property  

 

Hysteresis loop of DCPD-Fe can be measured by SQUID in 300K (Fig. 4-8). 

Hysteresis loop was observed in DCPD-10%Fe and DCPD-20%Fe. But from 

DCPD-30%Fe to DCPD-60%Fe, the hysteresis loop became less and less prominent 

with increasing iron percentage.  

By integration, the area of hysteresis loop of DCPD-10%Fe and DCPD-20%Fe 
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was 168.7(
Oe

g

emu


) and 552.9(
Oe

g

emu


) respectively. It is supposed that 1mg 

DCPD-10%Fe and DCPD-20%Fe under 5000Oe alternative magnetic field of 106HZ, 

the energy generation was 0.004038 cal/sec and 0.01328 cal/sec respectively. 

 

Fig. 4-8 The hysteresis loop of DCPD and DCPD-Fe (a)DCPD-10%Fe (b)DCPD-20%Fe 

(c)DCPD-30%Fe (d)DCPD-40%Fe (e)DCPD-60%Fe. 
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4.3.5 Heating efficiency 

 

The temperature of mDCPD inside the coil was recorded per 30 second (Fig. 4-9, 

Fig. 4-10). The normal human body temperature was 37°C, and the temperature scope 

needed by hyperthermia was 43-46°C. Therefore, mDCPD had achieved the 

temperature of hyperthermia within 10 mins. 

 

Fig. 4-9 The raised temperature of DCPD-Fe under an alternating magnetic field. 
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Fig. 4-10 The difference raised temperature of DCPD-Fe under an alternating magnetic field. 

4.3.6 Particle size (TEM) 

 

The TEM images of DCPD-20%Fe is shown in Fig. 4-11. The results revealed 

that particle size of DCPD-20%Fe was around 130nm to 200nm. 
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. 4-11 The TEM images of DCPD-20%Fe(a)Hv =50kv(b)Hv=100kv (c)Hv=40kv  

 

4.3.7 WST-1 assay for mitochondrial function 

ental groups (1mg/ml, 5mg/ml and 10mg/ml), on Day 1 

 

Fig

 

The absorbance value at 420nm of WST-1 reagent (Roche) was measured by 

ELISA reader (Fig. 4-12). Higher value indicates better cell viability and proliferation. 

There was no statistic significant difference of OD values observed between control 

group and any of the experim
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and Day 3.  
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Fig. 4-12 WST-1 as a function of time after the addition of 1, 5 and 10mg/ml concentration of 

DCPD-10%Fe and DCPD20%Fe. 

 

4.3.8 LDH assay for cell lysis 

 

The LDH assay of 3T3 cells is shown in Fig. 4-13. On Day 1, no statistics 

significant difference in OD values between control group and experimental groups 

(1mg/ml, 5mg/ml and 10mg/ml) were observed. The same results were observed on 

all concentrations of DCPD-20%Fe on Day 3. However, the OD values of 

DCPD-10%Fe were lower than the control group on Day 3 and it was the only group 

which showed significant difference. (p<0.05) 
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Fig. 4-13 LDH as a function of time after the addition of 1, 5 and 10mg/ml concentration of 

DCPD-10%Fe and DCPD20%Fe. 

4.3.9 In-vitro test for cancer hyperthermia 

 

The cytotoxicity(%) of HFL-1(human lung fibroblast) showed no significant 

difference observed on the percentage of cytotoxicity between control and experiment 

group.(Fig. 4-14) On the other hand, the cytotoxicity(%) of A549 (human lung 

carcinoma) with DCPD-20%Fe under magnetic field was significant higher than the 

control group (A549 cells with medium only). (p<0.05) (Fig. 4-15) 
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Fig. 4-14 The percentage of cytotoxicity of HFL-1. 
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Fig. 4-15 The percentage of cytotoxicity of A549. 
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4.4 Discussion 

 

The XRD results for DCPD-10%Fe and DCPD-20%Fe are similar to pure 

DCPD (Fig. 5-4). We can tell that all the Fe2+ replace Ca2+ in the DCPC crystal lattice 

and cause a major peak shift to larger angle, which is partly due to the ionic radius of 

Fe2+ smaller than Ca2+ to shorten the b-axis. In the XRD pattern, some of extra peaks 

could be traced in the sample of DCPD-30%Fe, DCPD-40%Fe and DCPD-60%Fe. It 

was corresponding to the presence of second phase, vivianite ( Fe3(PO4)2.8H2O), 

which would be crystallized in the sample of high Fe2+ addition. The structure of 

vivianite is monoclinic (same as DCPD) and its magnetic property was 

antiferromagnetic [94, 106]. 

The results of lattice parameters are shown in Fig. 5-5. It revealed that more 

Ca2+ are substituted by Fe2+, smaller lattice parameter was formed. Thus the value of 

b-axis is decreased from DCPD-10%Fe to DCPD-40%Fe, but the increased thereafter 

due to second phase vivianite formation. The other lattice parameters of DCPD-Fe 

with different concentration of Fe2+showed no significant difference. It means that the 

Fe2+ substituted randomly in others axes. 

In DCPD-10%Fe and DCPD-20%Fe, the observed concentrations of Ca2+ were 

decreasing with increased Fe2+ (by ICP-OES, Fig. 5-7). It may be resulted from the 

substitution of Fe2+ to Ca2+. The ionic radius of calcium ion is larger than Fe2+. 

Therefore, Ca2+ can be easily substituted by Fe2+ in the DCPD structure. In the sample 

of high Fe2+ addition, such as, DCPD-30%Fe, DCPD-40%Fe and DCPD-60%Fe, the 

solubility of Fe2+ in DCPC crystal lattice was over limitation that was resulted in the 
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second phase formation (vivianite). Once vivianite nucleation and crystallization in 

the solution, Fe2+ would be preferentially to attract to the new phase and then lower 

down the Fe2+ substitution to Ca2+ in the DCPD lattice.  

In the SQUID test, hysteresis loop was observed in DCPD-10%Fe and 

DCPD-20%Fe (Fig. 5-8). But from DCPD-30%Fe to DCPD-60%Fe, the hysteresis 

loop became less and less prominent with increasing iron percentage. This was due to 

the appearance of the second phase, vivianitite. The magnetic property of vivianite 

was antiferromagnetism, so the magnetism descends after the formation of vivianite. 

In WST-1 assay (Fig. 5-12), no statistic significant difference of OD values was 

observed between control group and any of the experimental groups (1mg/ml, 5mg/ml 

and 10mg/ml), on Day 1 and Day 3. It indicated that addition of DCPD-Fe10%Fe and 

DCPD-Fe20%Fe did not harm the cell viability in an acute phase. 

In the LDH assay, no significant differences were observed between experiment group 

and control group, except for the DCPD-10%Fe group on Day 3. Moreover, the OD 

value of DCPD-10%Fe was even lower than control group. It might be due to the 

anabolic effect of DPCD with lower concentration of iron. Chai et al [215] reported 

the importance of preculture conditioning treatment of calcium phosphate hydraulic 

cement (CPHC) samples. Their results showed that the cement material will dissolve 

and release calcium and phosphate in the liquid cell culture environment continuously. 

Excessive acid was produced in this process and it still has some influence on cell 

growth after 24 h. Only the group with longer pre-culture conditioning will have 

better cell adaption and osteoblast growing. Therefore, we thought our DCPD-10%Fe 

material might have the same phenomenon of dissolving and producing excessive 

acid. The fibroblast still needed time to adapt the acidic environment. Hence on Day 3, 
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after the 3T3 fibroblast was adapted to the environment, the OD value was decreased 

in the DCPD-10%Fe group. As for the DCPD-20%Fe group, the iron might still have 

some negative impacts of fibroblasts and neutralize the anabolic effect of DCPD. In 

conclusion, DCPD-10%Fe and DCPD-20%Fe have relative low cytotoxicity to the 

3T3cells. 

The in-vitro test of hyperthermia therapy showed encouraging results. There was 

no significant difference observed on cytototxicity(%) of HFL-1 cells between control 

and experiment group. It proved that DCPD-20%Fe particles and high temperature for 

30 mins did not harm the normal HFL-1 cells. On the other hand, the cytotoxicity(%) 

of the experiment group of A549 cancer cells was statistically higher than control 

group. It revealed that DCPD-20%Fe particles and high temperature for 30 mins 

could kill the A549 cells successfully. Therefore, we can conclude that the 

hyperthermia therapy conducted by DCPD-20%Fe could kill the cancer cells without 

harming the normal cells. 
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Chapter 5   Conclusions 

 

Hyperthermia therapy for cancer has drawn more and more attention these days. 

In this study, we conducted an in vivo cancer hyperthermia study of the new magnetic 

hydroxyapatite nanoparticles by a mouse model. The magnetic hydroxyapatite 

nanoparticles were first made by co-precipitation method with the addition of Fe2+. 

Then, magnetic-HAP powder (mHAP) or pure HAP powder (HAP) were mixed with 

phosphate buffer solution (PBS), respectively. The mixture was injected around the 

tumor. In order to achieve hyperthermia, the mice were placed into an inductive heater 

with high frequency and alternating magnetic field. Only the mice which were 

injected with mHAP and had been treated inside the magnetic field showed dramatic 

reduction of tumor volume, in the 15-day observation period. No local recurrence was 

noted. The blood test of mice proved that mHAP powders possessed good 

biocompatibility and little toxicity when injected subcutaneously. Therefore, our new 

magnetic hydroxyapatite nanoparticles demonstrated a possible therapeutic effect in a 

mouse model with little toxicity. Further study should be done before its application 

inside the human body. 

 

By using co-precipitation method, DCPD was synthesized successfully at 37℃, 

pH 5-5.2. Addition of different concentrations of ferrous chloride to DCPD powders 

increased the property of magnetic. From the ICP-OES, the observed concentrations 

of calcium ions were decreased and iron ions were increased. It might be due to the 
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replacement of calcium ions with iron ions. The magnetism of DCPD-30%Fe ~ 

60%Fe was decreased, due to the formation of the second phase, vivianite. DCPD-Fe 

had significant ability to raise temperature. The results of LDH and WST-1 assay 

revealed that DCPD-10%Fe and DCPD-20%Fe were non-toxic. The particle size of 

DCPD-20%Fe was around 130nm to 200nm. The results of in-vitro cancer 

hyperthermia test proved its ability to kill the cancer cells without harming the normal 

cells. Thus it is a good candidate for hyperthermia therapy with good heating 

efficiency and little toxicity. 

 

Future work 

We will continue our study in several ways: 

1. The animal study of mDCPD will be performed. However, the pilot 

study showed severe skin necrosis after hyperthermia. DCPD is part of 

the chemical composition of bone and the mechanism of this skin 

necrosis remained unknown. We will overcome this technical problem 

by examing the pH value or other possible harming effect of DCPD 

inside the animal body. 

2. We will try to increase the tumor-targeting ability of these nanoparticles. 

Theoretically there are several ways to accomplish that: by folate side 

chain connecting, by specific tumor antibody, or liposomes. Each has its 

own advantages and drawbacks. 

3. Currently in this thesis the injection of nanoparticles into animals was 

too frequent, and it will significantly decrease patients’ compliance when 

applied in the human body in the future. We will test the optimal strategy 
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of nanoparticles injections and try to lower the number of injections. 

4. The animal model we used here is merely subcutaneous injection. Due to 

the profession of the author (Orthopedic surgeon), I would like to test it 

in an osteosarcoma or bone malignancy model. The size of tumor is 

obvious more difficult to be measured and it probably needs x-ray 

examinations. 
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